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THREE SHORT COURSES IN HOME MAKING.

INTRODUCTION.

The three brief cc arses in home making outlined in this pamphlet
have been especially prepared for use in the elementary rural schools.
They are in no sense a complete outline of .the subjects with which
they deal; rather, they indicate a few of the important phases of
food Andy; sewing, and care of the home with which the girl in the
elementary school should become familiar: The underlying thought
for each problem should be, "Will. this help 'The girls to live more
useful lives and will it lead to better conditions in their homes?"

The lessons are purposely made simple, and the plans are definitely
oritlined, sn that the inexperien4d teacher willbe able to get her
problem well in hand. The, experienced teach ivr may find in them
suggestions that 'will be of valu6 in the further development of her
course.

The lessons were originally planned' for USQ in the rural schools
of the South.' During the *six months that they have been in use,
.however, the demand for copies of the outlines has been almost
equally great from all parts of the country; hence, in so fai as possible, d!
general problems have been 'staled_ In any case the teachei who
desires to use the, course will necessarily have to adapt it to her
own community, and it is hoped that she may be able to do this
with but, little alteration. While conditions of living and choice of
foods differ in the various parts of the country, general principles of
nutrition, rulel of sanitation, and methods of _cooking and serving
are the same for all.

Because of the short school year in some rural schools and the
difficulty of securing time on the program for .frequent,lessons in
home making, each of the courses has 1\,,en limited to 20 lessons.
Some teachers may not be able to have a greater number of lessons
during the school year, and they will find it well to carry the three.
courses through three successive years. In other schools'where more
frequent lessons can be given it may be well to offer all three of the
courses (hiring one year. The courses in cooking and the care of the
home can be combined to advantage, as many of their problems are

The original outliAss *ere prepared in response to requests received from southern State supervisors.
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6 TUREE SHORT COURSES IN HOME MAKING.

Irelated. The lessons in sewing can be given on another_ day of the
week or it-May be well to have them given early in the year and
followed later in the year by the cooking lessons. Thus opportunity
will he furnished for the making of the cooking apron and the hem-
Mingof the towels. ,

It is most desirable that periods of at. least. 40 minutes be provided
for all of the practical lessons. Longer periods will he necessary
for some of the lessons, such as the preparation and serving of a meal.
If no practical work is undertaken in the lesson, a 30-minute period'is
sufficient..

A HOME-ECONOMICS LIBRARY FOR THE RURAL SCHOOL.

Iii, addition to the textbooks listed as sources of special reference
for the rural teacher, the following books bearing on ,hoine economies
or On methods of teaching are suggested for the rural-school library.
They have been chosen with the threefold purpose of providing
references for the teachers, reading matter for the pupils; and a loan
library for the parents: .

Balderston, L. Ray--" Laundering." Price, $1.25. Puhlied by the author. Phila-
delphia,

Carney, Mabel ''Country life and the (null t r.
& Co., Chicago.

Carpenter,. F. 02--." Food, or how the world
Book Co., New yoR,I; city.

, "How the world is clothed."
New York ('ity.

"How the world is housed."
New York City..

.Champerlain, J. How we are clqthed."
Nevi York City.

, How we art' fed." Prb-e,

school." Price, $1.25. Row, Peterson

is fed." Price, 60 cents. American

Price, 60 cents. A meriAn Book Co.,

Price, 60 cents. American Book Co.,

Price, 40 cents. The Macmillan Co.,

40 cents. The Vacmillan Co. New
York City.

"How`wo are sheltered." Price, -10 cents. The Macmillan Co., New
York City. 4

Conn, Ij. W" Bacteria yeasts, and molds in the home." Price, $1.20. Ginn &
Co., Boston..

Cooley, Anna M.--`"Domestic Art in Women's Education." Price, $1.25. Scribners
New York City.

Dewey, John."The School and ;.;ociety." Price, $1. The University of Chick?
Press, Chicago.

Farmer, Fannie M." The Boston cooking school cook book." I'? ice, $1.80. 14,1.11e,
Brown & Co., Boston.

Farnsworth, N. W.2-"The Rural School Lunch." Price, 25 cents.. Webb Publish-
ing Co., St. Paul.

Field, Jessie, and Nearing, 'Scott."Community Civics." Price, 60 ceYts. The
Macmillan Co.,' New York City.

Nutchiponi Robert."Food and.Dietetics." Price, $3. William Wood & Co., New
tie City.

Hough, Ir. H., and Sedgwick, W. Human Mechanism." Price, $2.40. Ginn &
Co., Boston.
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Kinne, Helen, and Cooley, Anna M.-7" Clothing and Shelter." Price, $1.10. The

Macmillan Co., New York City.
"Foods and lIosehold Management.'' Price, $1.10. The Macmillan.Co., New York City.

Lynch, C. -" American National Red Cross Textbook." Price, 30 cents. Illakiston,Philadelphia.
Maxwell, A.% C., and Pope, A. Practical Nursing." Price, $1.75. Putnam,-New York City.
Ogden. penry NeCly. Rural Hygiene." Price, $1.50, Saunders, Philadelphia.
O'Shea, M. V., and Kellogg, J. II.- Ilealth and Clea.ainess." Price, 55 cent.:4. ThoMacmillan Co., New York City.
Pickard, A. F.." Rural Education." Price, $1: Webb Publishing Co., St. Paul.1'y1e,1Walter I,. -"Manual of Personal Hygiene." Price, $1.50. Saunders, Phila-delphia.

'Richardson, Bertha -"The Woman Who Srends.' Price, $1. Whitcomb & Bar-rows,
ROW, Mary - Biod for the Family." Price: $2.10. The Macmillan Co., NewYork City.
Sherman, Henry Clapp.-- Food Products." Price, $2.25. The Macmillan Co., NewYork City.
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TWENTY LESSONS IN CARE OF TUE HOME.
For the Rural Schools.

OUTLINE oi."1'11E cttuitsE
lesson 1. Arrangement and eare of the kitchen.
Lesson11. Care of cupbnards and utensils.
.4`.044 111 III. Cure of food: Methods of keepiRk, storing, and handling.

Lesson IV. Dislinsid of waste. Care of garbage. Disposal of dish water. Proteetiun of water supplyeve of out -door closet. Simple disinfectants.
lassoes V. Making sdap.
Lesson y I. Setting the table.
I e,son VII. Waiting on table.
essons VIII and I X. Genend cleanin! of a room.

lesson X. Care of bedroom. t Ventilating and (oaning riedrootn; nuaing beds.
I Atsson X 1. ('are of lamps!
lesson XII: Prevention of Pests.
Ikssun XIII. Removing stains, bleaching fabrics, and setting colors.
lesson XI \'. Washing dish towels, school curtains, etc.
Livson XV. Ironing.
lessons XVI and XVII. Care of the baby: rood, sleep, clothing, and bathing.
lesson XVIII. Cost Of food, clothing,,and house.
Lesson XI X. How to keep aceouuts.
I.tvson X X. Caro of the exterior of the house.

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER.

The purpose of the course entitled "The Care of the Home" is to
give'the lsinstruction ill the various household tasks, in order that
better living conditions may lie secured in the homes. The beauty
and sacredness of home life ,should receive emphasis, so Plat the girls
may feel the importance of.conscientious work in the peIformance of
their\laily household duties. The girls should-have some insight into
the sanitary, economic,_ and social-problems that 'are involved in
housekeeping, so that they may develop an increased appniciation'
of the importance of the home Maker's work.

The two most important things to be taught are " cleanliness and
order." -Too much emphasis can not be put on the value of fresh air
and sunshine and the necessity for free use of hot water and soap.
The value of property must be emphasized. Economy in the pur-
chase and handling of house furnishings and.equipment must be con-
sidered. Instruction should be given in the care and arrangement of
furniture and in the care of foods and clothing. Simple instruction
in t lie care of babies should be given,-.sinee.the chihken are !gener-
ally responsible for the care of younger memberi3 of their families..

In some of the 'lessons more subjects may be suggested than the
teacher will have tines to take up in a single period. In that case it
will be well for her to choose the subject which seems most vital to
the immediate needs of the community. In many cases she may be
able to give an increased number of lessons. Practice and drill in all
of the processes involved in hinSewifery are essential to successful
training.

9



10 T11REE
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SHOIIT COURSES 1N H FOM MAKING.

If a cupboard and table. have been arranged for the use of cookery
classes, most of the suggested work can he carried out with the school
equipment.. Where eqUipment is not At ..luvid in the school, and
school conditions do not approxiMate bogie. conditions, it may be

. possible to secure permission to give the les.4on in a near -by home of
one of the girls after school hours.

In ea chlesson the (etcher should stae to. imprem the girls with
the importance of doing smite one simple thing well, giving-them help-
ful information in regard to the subject. that will be of value to them
in their own homes.

The rural iseacher olio is *eager to make her schoolroOm an at trac-
tive place (111111(`VO(4` StIV ttine in these lessons to such loblews as
the hanging- and care of simple curtains; the care of indoor plants;
the arragenent. of pict-ores: the planning of storage arrangements
:or supplies and of cupboards for dishes; and the preparations. for the
serving of the school lunch.

It, will he desirable for the rural teacher to have the following
equipinent on hand in order to, ead these {'sons effectively;

Additional special equipMent can -Ile borrowed frOm the hobo's.

KQVPMKNT.

11room, 1. Dust pan, I.
(cloths for cleaning, 6, Garbs e can (covered),.].

Dish cloths 2. lamp, 1.
Dish 'towels, 12. can, 1.

Dust brush. t.

Southern teachers can obtain the following helpful bulletins Worn
Hampton Institute., Hampton, Vs., upon request.:
Hampton LeStlet Vol. II, No. 9, Housekeeping' Rides
Itanaptun Leaflet . Vol VI, No 2. lionsekeepinii and Sanitation fur Mind Schools.
Hampton I pailet Vol. VI, No. 9, Ifouseiwying and Cooking Rules for Rural

t'AltE AND pc.ksiraiiii,ti F"ruE not 8E.

.4 frog,,Ityr uld 5 Nets and refetynct bookspn nse fn eirmentari nod school,.

Brewer, 1. W. -"Rural Ilygiene.". Price. $1.25. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia.
Dodd, healthful Farmhouse. Price, 60 cents. Whitcomb Bar-

roWS, Ittik414)11.

lilliChiStion, Woods. --Community Hygiene." Price. 60 vents. Houghton Mitilin
Itostn.

Forster, Edith 11., and Weiglev, Foods and Sanitation." Price, $1.
]Low, Peterson & Co., Chicago.

Kinne, Helen, and Cooley, Anna M.- "The home and the Family." Price, St/Cents.
The Co., New York City.

&Kittredge. Mabel "Housekeeping Notes." Price, 80 cents. Wlt.comb Bar-
rows, Boston.

Kittredge, Mabel lt."Practical Home Making." Price,80 cents. The century Co.,
New York City.

Kittredge, Mabel A Secotal Course in Home Making." Price, SO cents. The.
Century Co., New York City.

Porloa,Maria.---Y Home Economics." Price, $1.50. The Century-Co., New York City.



DETAILED LESSON PLANS FOR THE COURSE UV
"THE CARE OF THE HOME."

LESSON I. ARRANOEMENT AND CARE OF Tiff KITCUEN.
sUBJEe'T NATTER.

In arranging (ho kitchen the three things of most importance are -the stove, the sink, and the kitchen table. If, these is no sink IWO.,
kitchen; there will be sonic other place arranged for washing .the
dishes, probably the. kitchen table, anti this must be-, taken into
consideration yhei the furniture is placed. As most of the work
oftlw kitchen is done at the stove and the Ulla', these must, both be
plced *here the).- will have a good light and he near enough to one
another se that but few steps. are necessary for_the worker. All the
furniture shotild'he.kept so plean and freeiro dust, that the kitchen
will have kneat and attractive ,appearance.. A bit of green, a potted
plant, a neat rug, anti a wasli table Cver, to be put. on the. table after
the dislie;; have been washetil, Ivill help to make the kitchen a pleasant,
place for the familk.

The kitchen should be thoroughly cleaned after each meal: -If it
has bocome dusty or disarranged before the next Meal is prepared, it
Aoul he put in order ,efore beginning to work with the food. While
time *linking is under way everything shotild be kept, in orderly condi-
t ion. Just as soon as the meal is emunpleted the left-over food should
be covered and pulaway to keep; scraps and trash should be gathered
up and disposed of ; dishes, pots, and pans should he scraped tutsi
washed in hot soapy water, then rinsed in clear, hot water, dried, and
tut away. The table should be scrubbed, the stove cleaned, the

)r swept and set-abed whenever itcessary, anti everything put
neatly in its place. , .

('tire of coal or wood range' All spots should. be kept off the rangev wiping with old paper. The range should be washed off with
soap and water if it is in bad condition. if it is oiled occasionally,.
blacking will not be necessary. If blacking is usual, it should be
applied With a cloth and rubbed to a polish with a brush just as the
lire is being started. Once a Week time a.sheg and soot flues back-of
the oven and under it should be eleane&out.

Pirections for building a .fire.--To build and care for a fire in the
coal and wood range, close all dampers, clean the grate, and remove
ashes from the pan. -Put on the covers and brUsh the dust off the
stove.' Open the creative damper and the oven damper; le*ve the
check closed. Lay some paper, slightly crumpled into rolls,_ across
the base of the grate. Lay small pieces of kindling wood across one

it



12 THREE SHORT COURSES IN HOME MAKING.

another, with the large pieces on t9p. Lay pieces of hardwood or a
shovelful of coal on top, building to attnit of free circulation of air.
If the stove is to be polished, rub it with blacking. Light the paper
from below. When the fire begins to burn briskly, add Ad or wood;
then add more when that kindles. When the fire burn, briskly, and
blue flame isho hmger -seen (about 10 minute's), close thcA)ven damper.
Close the draft its soon as the fire is sufficientlyThot. Brush. the
stove and floor beneath ,as soon as the fire is start (l. Polish the
stove. If the tire becomes too hot, open the check. Fill the tea-
kettle with fresh water and set it on the front of the range.

PRELIMINARY PLAN..

It will be well to have this lesson succeed or follow a cooking
lesson, fdr then the girls will have it keener interest in the problems.
of the kitchen.

See Twenty Lessens in ('ooking, Lesson I:)

METHOD OF WORK.

Cleanliness and order are the two points to be considered in this
lesson. The doing well of each simple household task. and the
thoughtful arrangement and planning 'of all parts of the ,house
should be emphasized as -of great importance to the housekeeper's
success.

Begin the lesson with a discussion of the purpose of the kitchen;
then discuss its arrangement from the standpoint of convenience for
the work that must be done there. Emphasize the ipportance of
hiving the-furniture so arranged that work can be clone quickly and
easily, and that the kitchen be given a comfortable and 5attra(..tive
appearance. Have the girls arrange the furniture in the schol-
room. Discuss and demonstrate the care of the stove by use of the
school stove. Assign each girl a time when she is to look after the
stove on Succeeding .days and grade her on her work. Have each
girl bring a report from home as to what she ig-doing to-help in the
care of the home kitchen. Make a specific assignment for homework.

QUESTIONS USED TO DEVELOP THE LESSON. .

What i; the purpose of the kitchen?
What-are the principal articles of furniture in the kitchen?
What, must be kept in a kitchen besides furniture?
How should we arrange these things?
Can we make any general rules as to arrangements?
Why is it difficult to keep the kitchen clean?
At what times is the kitchen most apt to become disarranged?
Why is it important to keep tho *kitchen in good order?
In what order should the kitchen be at the time we begin the preparation of the meal?
Hew should the floor be cleaned? The utensils? -The air?
Bow should we take care of tl1e kitchen during the meal?
What should we do with any left-over food?
Bow should we take care of the stove after the meal?



LESSONS IN CARE OF THE HOME. 13

LESSON II. CARE OF CUPBOARDS AND UTENSILS.

SUBJECT 'MATTER.

It is of the utmost importance that cupboards and other places
where food is stored bekept free from dirt and scraps of food. Ants,
cockroacheS, mice, and other pests infest dirty places where food is
kept, and render a house unfit for human habitation. It requires
constant care and watchfulness on the part of the housewife to keep
cupboards clean. She must look over the shelves daily, wiping
them off whenever they_ireed it and giving them a-thorough cleaning
at least once a week.

The housekeeper should know bow to care for the various utensils
and understand the simplest and best methods of keeping them
clean. Utensils should never be put in the cupboards until per-
fectly clean and dry. If utensils have become discolored or badly
coated with materials, they should be specially scoured when, the
dish -'s arc washed. If something has been burned in a kettle, the

. kettle can be cleaned by filling with cold water, adding washing soda,
and boding briskly for half an.hour; after that a slight scraping ought
to take -the burned portion off. If not, it sliould be boiled again
with soda water. If a kettle has been used directly over a wood
ii re and becomes blackened with soot, it should be rubbed off with
,newspaper and then with an old cloth. should he
well before putting away. With proper care they seldom. become
rusty. If an iron kettle has rusted,. -it can be rubbed .with kerosene
and ashes, then washed in strong, hot, soda water, rinsed in clear
hot water, and dried on the stove. If a kettle is very rusty, it should
be covered thoroughly with some sort of grease, sprinkled with lime,
and left overnight. In :the morning it should be washed out .with
hot soda water and rinsed in clear, hot watet. A new kettle is gen-
erally rusty, and slniuld e ie greased` thoroughly inside and out and
let stand two days; the washed in hot soda water.

Soft chimney brick . can be. used for scouring iron Atensils and
steel knives and forks.. If iron pots and frying pans are scrubbed
with 11, piece of soft chimney brick each, time they are used and then
washed in hot soapsuds, they can be kept in good condition. Tin-
ware and steel knives and forks can be cleaned by scouring with ashes.
Only fine ashes should be used on tinware. The brown stains on
granite saucepans should always be scoured off. Coffee and tea pots
should be cleaned daily, the grounds removed, and the interior of the
pots Washed out thoroughly.- The tea kettle should be washed and
dried, out over night and left open to air.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

If school lunches are served or cooking lessons given. at the school,
it will be well to use the lesson to 'get' the cupboards in regdiness... -If`
it is impossible to do this at school, artange to have .such. a lesson in
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One of the homes outside of school hours. Be sure that the house-
keeper is in sympathy with the .work and will cooperatewith the
plans.

Attirrnon vantx.

Assign each girl .a task in the cleaning, scouring of the dishes, and
arrangement of the cupboard. Set a definite amount to be done
and carry_ out the plans, leaving a clean and neatly arranged cupboard
at the end of the lesson.

LESSON III. CAME OF FOOD.

SU 11.IECT M E R.

There are several points of importance that must be borne in
mind if food is to be kept in good condition. Most foods change
easily. Vegetables and fruits lose water, wilt, 'Lod become unfit to
eat. Flour and corn meal become moldy. Potatoes decay and
sprout. Some foods, such as milk, turn sour. Eggs become tainted
and butter grows rancid. This spoiling can be prevented with
proper care in the handling, storing, and keeping of foods.

The spoiling of food is due to the presence of microorganisms.
If foods. are fresh and sound and kept cool and clean in every way,
spoiling will not take place readily, because the microorganisms will
not develop. If the food is roughly handled and bruised, decompo-
sition will take place readily, for microorganisms develop in the
bruised portions. Care must therefore be taketrto select food wisely,
handle it .carefully, wash it if it is not already dean, put it in clean
receptacles, and keep it in a.clean, cool place. All pOts,,pans, and
dishes in which foods are kept or cooked should be thoroughly
cleansed and rinsed well, so that no fragments of food stick to them to
decay and to cause possible infection to the next food that is put in
Every part of the kitchen and storerooms should be kept clean, dry,
and well aired. Light is the best germicide and purifier known.

Covered receptacles should be secured for all foods. Those that
are mouse proof and insect proof are 'essential to a well-keOtyantry.
All bottles and cans should be neatly labeled and so arranged that each
one can be conveniently reached. The outside of the bottle or case
should always be wiped off after it has been opened and food has been
removed from it. The shelves on which food cases are kept should
be wipild off every day. If a supply of fruit. or vegetables is kept on
hand, the food should be looked over frequently, and any that shows.
even the slightest suggestion of spoiling should be. removed. Broad
should be kept in a covered tin bo4x, the box washed out once or twice
a week, and frequently aired.
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PRELIMINARY PLAN.

If cooking lessons are to be given, it will 116. well to have this lesson
in connection with the first, lesson and to make it a means of arrang-
ing for the materials that are to he kept on hand and of determining
how everything is to he handled.

METHOD OF WORK.

Devote a large portipn of the lesson to a discussion. of the necessity
for care in the handling, storing, and keeping of food. If facilitieS
permit, devote a few minutes to the putting away of foods that are
to be used in the next cooking lesson or school lunch, discussing
the reasons for such care.

LESSON IV. DISPOSAL OF WASTE.

SUBJECT MATTER.

If one looks after the daily disposal of waste, there will be no`offend-
ing accumulation of trash. Scraps of food that can be no. longer
utilized for the table can be fed to the pigs or chickens, but
they should not be allowed to stand around altd gather flies.
A covered pail or pan should be used for holding the garbage until
final disposal is made of it. Those portions of waste that are badly
spoiled and will be of no value in feeding the stock should be burned
up at once. Piles of waste vegetable substances, if suitable, should..
be fed to the stock, and if not, should be buried in a thin layer on the
ground at some distance from the house so.that they may enrich the
soil and not attract, flies.

Utensils that have held food should be thoroughly washed and
rinsed with hot water or steam in order to prevent particles of food
from adhering and becoming spoiled. Milk bottles and pans should
always be thoroughly sterilized with boiling water or steam after
they have been washed. The garbage can should be boiled with
water and soda. each day and rinsed with hot water in order to
keep it sweet and clean.

Old papers that, are badly soiled should be burned, but all others
should he kept for use in cleaning the Stove, starting fires, etc.
Empty cans, should be well washed and buried, so that they will not.
prove a breeding place fbr flies. It is well to pierce them through
the bottom immediately after opening them so that they will not
hold water. If not convenient to boxy the cans, they should be
burned up. Dishwater should be emptied soma distance from the
house unless there is a drain near the house. All teceptacks that
hold water should be carefully emptied and all depressions in the
soil should be filled up to prevent mosquitoes. All waste water can
be used on the garden.
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. Protection of water supply.-,-Only water from deep wells should
be used for drinking ptirposes, because all surface water and water in
shallow wells becomes dangerous through seepage from compost,
pigpens, privies, and other places where decayed organic matter is
accumulated. In order that the water be kept clean, the well must
be supplied with a tight-fitting top, which need not be opened, and a
metal pump to bring up the water. A well platform that allows
water spilled on it to run back into the well is unsafe, for any filth
carried on to the.platform in any way will be washed directly into
the well. Rats, mice, and other animals get iritp the well if the top
is not tight, and these, in addition to being unpleasant, are liable to
carry germs.

Simple disinfectants. Sunshine and fresh air are nature's disin-
fectants, and should be freely admitted to every part of the house.
Windows should be left open whenever possible. The windows in
sleeping rooms should always be-opened at night. The interior of
the house should be kept perfectly dry. Decay does not take place
in dry places that are well aired. A damp cellar should be drained
off, and the grounds around the house should be prevented from
draining into the yeller. Coarse coal ashes should be used to till in
around the house, on the walks, etc., to help secure thorough drain-
age. The fine ashes should he thinly scattered over the vegetable
garden in order to rest-ore the valuable properties they contain to
the soil. Wood ashes can be used as a simple disinfectant to cover
decayed organic matter. Whitewash is a good disinfectant and
should be frequently used both inside and outside the house and on
alt outbuildings. Slacked lime is valuable as a disinfectant for use
in the cellar or barn lot. Kerosene and creoline also make good dis-
infectants for frequent spraying of the barn lot.

Clare of out-of-door closets. The privy should be so arranged that it
may be cleaned often and all excreta disposed of in a safe way. The
building should be so well built that there will be no cracks for the
constant admission of .flies. In a poorly constructed building, old
paper can be 'piiiited in the cracks to make the structure fly proof.
After each using dry earth, street dust, or lime should be sprinkled
through the seat, then the seat should be closed to prevent flies or
mosquitoes entering. The top of the Seat should he frequently
washed, and both the seat and the floor in front of it scrubbed at
least once a week:

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

It will be well to teach this lesson at a time when improvements
are necessary in the care of the schoolhouse. The discussions in
regard to out-of-door closets will have to be taken up at a time when
the girls are alone with the teacher.
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METHOD OF WORK.
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Discuss the disposal of Waste, the care of garbage, etc., for thehome and for. the school. Talk over the care of waste from theschool lunch and discus methods of keeping the school in sanitarycondition. Follow this by general cleaning about the sclioolhouse.

LESSON V. MAKING SOAP.

SUBJECT MATTER.

HOMEMADE HARD SOAP.
pounds fat.

1 pint of cold water.I can lye.
1 tablespoon bora::.Melt the fat slowly. Mix lye and water in a howl or kettle (do not use a tin pan),stirring with a stick until the potash dissolves. Add the bo:ax and allow the mixtureto cool. Cool the fat and when it is lukewarm add the lye, pouring it in a thin streamand stirring constantly. Stir with a smooth stick until about as thick as honey andcontintke stirring 10 minutes. Pour the mixture into a box and allow It to harden.Cut into pieces the desired size and leave in a cool. dry place for 10 days, to ripenbefore using.

When making the soap be careful not t,o spatter potash or lye on the hands, as itmakes a bad burn. If hands are burned with lye, rub with grease at once. Do notwet them.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

Some time before this lesson is giv'en ask the girls to bring scrapsof fat from home. See that these are in good condition, and weigh
them to determine thv portion of the recipe that can he made. Askif one of the girls can bring sufficient borax for the recipe.

METHOD OF WORK.

Ilave the girls look the fat over and put it on to melt, watching itcarefully. While it is heating and cooling, discuss the process of soapmaking, cost of materials, care necessary in the making of soap, andimportance of its use. Get the other materials ready for the recipeand a box for molding the soap, and have the girls work together.
After the soap has hardened and been cut, have the girls put it awayon a shelf to dry..

LESSON VI. SETTING THE TABLE.

SUBJECT MATTER.

Points to .be remembered when a meal kit() be served: The dining
room must be clean, free from dust awl flies, well aired, sufficientz
lighted, and in good order.

The table must be perfectly clean and covered with a clean white
cover (tablecloth, doilies, paper napkins, or oilcloth).

A vase of flowers or leaves, or a small potted plant, arranged inthe center of the table, will help to make the table attractive.
95619°-17tull. 23-2
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The table should be prepared with everything necessary for serving
tie meal, but only those foods plated on it that will not be spoiled
With standing. If there is danger of the food attracting flies, cover it
carefully.

Plates for everyone who is to partake of the meal should be
arranged at equal distances from one imother, half an inch from the
edge of the table. ,

The knife should be placed at the right of the plate with the cutting
edge toward the plate and half an inch from the edge of the table.

The fork should be placed at the left of the plate with the tines of
the fork turned up and half an inch from the edge of the table.

The spoon should be placed, bowl upward, at thd right of the plate,
to the right of the knife if it is to he tr,;,.1 first, to the left of the knife
if it is not used until after the knife is used. It should be placed
half an inch from the edge of the table. Spoons and forks ftir serving
should be placed at the right of the one who is to serve. No one at,
the table should have to use the personal fork or spoon for serving
either Mrself or others.

The napkins should be,simply folded and placed at the left of the
fork.

The tumbler should be placed at tlipper end of the knife. .

Cups and saucers should be placed the right of the plate with
the handle of the cup turned to the right.

The individual butter dish, if used, should bo. placed at. the upper
left hand of the fork.

Sails and peppers should be placed in the center of the table or at
the sides where they can be conveniently reached. Individual salt
dishes, if used, should be placed immediately in front of the indi-
vidual plate.

The chairs should be placed up to the table after it is sot. Care
should be taken not to place them so close that it will be necessary
to move them when they are occupied:

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

If possible, arrange to give this lesson before Lesson VIII in the,.th
series of "Twenty Lessons in Oioking" is given; then the-emphasis
in that lesson An be put upon what to servo, proper_combitraions,
etc., while this lesson gives the drill in the arrangement and handling
of dishes.

It is desirable to give the girls thorough drill in table setting and
table service, since 'Ruch of the pleasure derived fruin eating foods
depends upon careful attention to these processes.

'Be careful to see that everything necessary is on hand to set the
table nicely but simply. For class practice a small table can be set
for four. This will necessitate a table cover, five or more dinner
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plates, four butter dishes or plates, four tumblers, four cups andliaueers, four knives, four forks, four teaspoons, four napkins, a saltdish, a platter, one serving spoon, and one serving fork. If thesethings are not already in the school, they can probably be broughtfrom hdme by the girls. If linen cloths are not used and can not be
afforded nic the homes, the girls can he taught to use a sheet of white
oilcloth on the table.

have a diagram of the arrangement of an individual place at thetable made on the blacliboard by some of the girls.

7

FIG, 1.Arrangement of an individual place at table.
(Adapted from Conley, "Principles of Cooking.")1. Knife. 2. Spoon. 3: Water glass. 4. Fork. 5. Napkin. 6. Broad- and - butter plate. 7. Dinner plate.

M ETHOD OF WORK.

The processes of table setting should be demonstrated with thematerials at hand and the work should be adapted to home con-ditions.
If there is no available table in the schoolroom, the desk tops canbe used for individual places.
Reasons for all the forms used should be giventhe convenienceof placing knives and spoons to the right, forks to the left, and thecup an4l saucer arid tumbler to the right, the use of the napkin, etc. .

LESSON VII. WAITING ON TABLE.

SUBJECT MATTER.

The person who is to wait ,on tabli; must be careful to see thateverything is in readiness before the meal is announced, so that shecan do her work readily without subjecting those at the table to
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..delay.. She should have drinking water, broad, and butter (if used)
at hand, hot dishes ready for the hot foods, and clean dishes laid out
for the dessert. She must see that her own hands are perfectly
clean Sand her hair and dress in order. A (pan, neat apron will
always improve her appearance. The room should be clean and
neatly arranged before the meal is served.

If the meal is to be a family one and all are to sit,down lathe table
together, plates will be passed from one to another as they are served,

, but it will still be well to have one person appointed to wait on the
table. She can keep watch and be ready to supply more bread,
water, etc.,- when it is necessary and to change the plates for the
dessert course. She shoul4 ride from the table quickly and quietly
in order not to disturb the others and shouldiake her place again as
soon as all necessary service has been rendered.

The following rules should be observed: Always handle tumblers
from the base, being careful not to bring the hands in contact with
the upper edge. Fill only three-fourths full. ,

.Servo' butter in neat, compact. pieces. Pub Q11 the table just before
the meal is served.

Cut bread in -even slices, pile-neatly on serving plate, and place on
table, covering with 'a clean napkin or towel if flies are bad or' there
is danger of dust. Place- dessert dishes at one end of the table, or
better still on a side table until time to use them. When carrying
dishes to and from the table be careful not to put the fitters in con-
tart with the food. Learn to place the hand under the dish. In
nice service a napkin is usedtbetween the hand and the dish or a
tray is used if the dish is a small ono. The tray, should be covered
with a napkin ordoily.

. .When a dish is passed, held it at the left of the person to be served
low enough so that she can help herself readily. Be sure that each
dish of food is supplied with a spoon or fork for serving, and turn the
handle of the serving spoon or fork toward the one being served.

If a plate is to be placed in frOnt of a person, set it down from the
right and rvmove it from the right. , Never reach in fronit of others
at the table.

When a course is finished remove all large dishes first; then tho
soiled. plates, knives, and forks. Be careful to handle only a few -
dishes at a time and not to pile them. If another 'course is to be
served, crumb the table, .using a-napkin and plate for the purpose and
brushing the crumbs lightly into the plate. Fill the glasses and
arrange the dishes and forks or spoons quickly for the next course.

When the meal is over the chairs should be moved back from ,the
table; the dishes- neatly piled and carried to the kitchen sink, the
table wiped off, the crumbs brushed up from the floor, and the room
aired.
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PRELIMINARY PLAN.

Let this lesson be a continuation of the previous one, putting
emplia.sis on the method of waiting on table. The some articles
for setting the table will be required that were in use in the last
lesson; In addition to these the girls must be careful to have clean
aprons for the lesson on table service.

mEmon OF woRK:

have the table set as a review of the work of the last lesson; then
have four or six of the girls seated at the table and go through the
forms of serving one another to any simple meal upon which the class
may decide. Family meal service should be explained and demon-
strated first; then service where there is one waitress. Have one
gidact as waitress and serve all the others.. 1,77t them rake_ turns in
offering and Owing food, removing sailed dishes, filling tumbler.s, eto.

LESSONS vni ANDIX. GENERAL CLEANING OF A 'ROOM.

SOLI Ell' MA:ITER.

R 001115 whieh are in eonstant, use should be brushed up and
dusted every day. A thorough cleaning of each room in the house
will be necessary every week or two, even though the room is brushed
up anti kept in order every day. First, all closets, drovers, and other
receptacles in which articles collect should be cleaned; then all large
movable articles should be dusted and moved out of the room; those
that are not readily movable should be dusted and covered. The
floor should be _swept with the windows closed ; then the windows
should be opened and the ceiling /14144 walls brushed with a covered
broom and the dust allowed to settle. ?hen tree floor should be
wiped4ith a damp cloth on the broom.' The woodwork should be
cleaned with a damp cloth and a soap that is not too strong. Soda
or sapolio should not be used. The furniture should be carefully un-
covered and all arranged in perfect order.

The things that are highest up should be dusted first and oare
Should be taken to collect all dust in the dust cloth. The cloth
should be shdken out or floors after collecting the dust, washed
thoroughly, and boiled after using: The dust' cloth should be
(iampened before using on all surfaces except the polished furniture
and windows.

Sweeping should be done with short strokes and the broom kept
close to the floor, so that the tlist will not fly about: The corners of
the room should be,swept first,lthe dust gathered in the center of the

If thafiloor is of unfinished wood it will require a thorough *rubbing. After sweeping the floor and
the dust to settle, a small portion should. be scrubbed at a time with a floor brush and soap.The grain of the wdcsi should, be followed when scrubbing. 8ciubbing water should be changed fro-

quently. A cloth should be wrung out of clear water for rinsing and drying the Boor.
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room and then swept into the dust pain.- The dust should he burned
up ; for it may contain disease-germ mi The broom should be cleaned
after using.

'Small rugs shotild`be cleaned out.of iloor. They should be swept,
beaten, and reswept:.; then tolled until ready to put on the floor. If
the rug is a large one ii.iftlea,n not. be remox.-id, it, should be wiped over
with a damp cloth, rolled the-under side of the rug and the
floor beneath it wiped up.

After the room has been cleaned, the windows should be arranged
so that a supply of fresh; clean air can come constantly into the room.
This is essential to every room in.the house if perfect health is to be
maintained.

PRELIMINARY' PLAN.

It will be well to have Lesson IX given in one of the homes some
day after school houu if possible. If that can not be arranged, the
schoolroom can be utilized as the place for practice.

METHOD OF WORK.

Devote Lesson VIII to a discussion of the methods of cleaning and
to various short tasks about the schoolroom.. Li Lesson IX liao the
girls go through the entire process of cleaning a room. Assign some
portion of the task to each one of the girls so that all of them can take
part in the work. Supervise the work carefully, assign home practice
in the cleaning of rooms, and have each girl clean a room at home once
a week for a month

LESSON X. CARE OF THE EltDROOM.

SUBJECT MATTER.

As soon as ctne is dressed in the `morning, the windows in the beafi.
room should be opened to air the room land the bedclothes should ho
separated and put on chairs.befoi.e the window to air. The slops
should be emptied and the chamber washed with cold water, using
a special cloth. The bowl should be washed in warm, soapy water,.
which should then be poured into the chamber and used for wfishing
it. The toilet articles should be washed, then the bowl rinsed and
wiped dry. The slop jar should he washed out thoroughly, andsfre-

. quently the slop jar and the chamber should be washed out with
chloride of limo or some other disinfectant. The pitcher should be
filled with fresh water and all artieles arranged neatly on the wash-
stand. If towels are soiled,- clean ones should be supplied. The
.bed should,- be made 'carefully, the mattress turned, the first .sheet
tucked under the mattress all around, and the other covers tiislied
in at the bottom and two sides of the bed. The bed should he kept

...free from wrinkles and smooth in appearance. The pillows should
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be well shaken and arranged at the head of the bed. The floor
should be brushed up, the furniture dusted, and everything put in
place. The windows should be left partly opened so that. the bed-,
room is well aired. .A sufficient amount of fresh air is absolutely
essential in a bedroom,. and it is important. that the room be well
aired out during the day and left with windows open at night. :1

.When the room is to be thoroughly cleaned, the frame of the bed
should be dusted and the bed Made up. The window shades should
he dusted and rolled up. Curtains should be well shaken and Cov-
ered if one has a dust sheet. All small articles on the bureau, table,
and shelf should be placed on the bed and the whole covered with 'a
sheet.. Tables, chairs, and any other movable piece should be
'dusted and set outside the room or covered. Hugs should be rolled
up and ch,aned out of doors. The room should be, wept. and duSted.
As soon as dust. has settled, covers should. be removed from the fur-
niture, and the furniture, rugs, and all small articles should be
restored to their places. Shades should he adjusted and the room
left, in perfect order. The broom and everything else that has been
used in the wofk should be cleaned and put back into place.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

It may be possible for the teacher to give this lesson in her own
bedroom or in the bedroom of some of the neighbors. Unless. this is
feasible the Only way to have-it effective is to have the girls report..
eachday on the work they do at home.

.

METTIOD OF WORK.

Illustrate each process and give reasons for everything that is
done. Emphasize the importance of the sanitary care of the bed-
room, a regular time for doing the work, and the benefit of having
each member of the family care for her own personal belongings and
her own portion of the bedroom-.

LESSON XI. CARE OF LAMPS.'

SU 13.1 Et" I' M ATTER.

Directions for cleaning and filling the lamp.A bright light comes
from clean burners that allow a good draft. This means constant
care on the part of the one that looks after the lamps. In the daily
cleaning of.lamps, first dust the chimney shade and the body of the
lamp. Wash the chimney. If sooty, clean with newspaper before
washing. Next, turn theowiek high enough to show all the charred
part; cut this off; making it perfectly even, then rub with a piece of

I it is assumed that the teacher is acquainted with the possibilitios of electricity and other methods of
bowl. lighting in country homes, and will instruct her pupils in the econoMic to of modern lighting
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soft paper. Wipe off the burner and any other part of the lamp that
seems oily. Dry with another cloth. Fill the body of the lamp with
oil within an inch of the top, leaving plenty of room for the gas that
may be generated from the kerosene, The gas that is generated in
a hunt) that. has been used many times without refilling may be-a
44ourve Of danger. *

When lighting the lamp first turn the wick down, allowing the
chimney to become heated gradually. If necessary to move the
lighted. lamp flist---turn4bq wick low. The flaring up of ,thajlave
smokes the chimney. loll not leave a lighted lamp-in a room where
there is no one to watch it. When putting out, the light, blow across
the chimney, never down into it., as this -might send the flame down
-into the kerosene.

About once a month give the lamp a thorough cleaning. Spread
out a newspaper and take the lamp apart. Wash the chimney and.
shade in hot water and dry with a -towel. Polish, using soft paper.
Boil every part of the burner in.water to which two tablespoons of
soda have been added. Put new wicks in. if all old ones, are dirty.
Put the parts all securely together again. Keep an old pith and cloths
exclusively 'tor this purpose, and be very careful not to get a drop of
kerosene or the dirty hantls near any foods.

Ilave :a regular time of the day for cleaning lamps, preferably .

immediately after all the morning work has been done after break-
fast. Do not fill the lamps near the kitchen stove. Do not light a
match while the oil can is out. Never fill a lamp while lighted or
while near another one which is lighted. If afire is caused by kero-.
-sene, smther it with a heavy rug or woolen garment Do not
attempt to put it out with water.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

It will be well to give this lesson just before some evening enter-
taintnent at the schoolhouse. there are no lamps at the sehcol
have a few brought in from neighboring homes. Secure an old r.:
and cloths -to use in cleaning.

METHOD OF WORK.

Talk with Or girls about the cost and properties of Weronene and
the danger of having a light near a can of kerosene. Explain the
draft by means of which the kerosene can be made to burn on the
Wick, and the danger if the burner becomes clogged up and the draft
Cut off. Have the lamps taken apart, burners boiled, chimneys
cleaned, and body of the lamps filled and wiped, off. Then have.the
lamps lighted to see that they burn properly.
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LESSON XII. PREVENTION 01, PESTS.

mu ILI iicor MAVTKR.
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Household pests are annoying, dangerous to health, and dastrue-
tive to property. Pests carry disease germs from One person to
another and frnNtlier animal:410 human 'icings.. Absolute cletudi-,
nes-s in every part of the house is essential if the play() is to be kept
fret, front pests. As a rule, Pests' flourish in dark, damp, dirty places.
The housekeeper can keep her place free from pests with the proper
care, if pests get started, the housekeepr should know how to
ex t ermi I ate them.

A few simple methods of extermination are here given
Adbufis. Kerosene should he poured into all cracks and a brush,

dipped. in kerosene, run briskly over all surfaces. Care must be
taken'to have no lire in the house while. this is being done. Windows
should he open and the room kept free from dust. In four days this
should be repeated, to kill any bugs that may have just. hatched.

Corkroaehos end waterbugs.--A solution of 1 pound of alum to
3 pints of water should he poured into all cracks. Insect. powder
lied borax are also effective. Absolute cleanliness and freedom from
da mpness. are necessary if the house is to be kept free from roaches.

;lets.- Oil of cloves or pennyroyal On pieces of cotton butting
scattered about. in the places where ants appear will drive .them
away. Saturating the nests with coal oil will destroy them. 14'ood
which attracts tilltS should be removed from plates which they are
apt to reach.

Bats and Inlet are best exterminated hr the use of a trap or
01110 preporation like "Rough on ItatS." Traps should be -set

nightly and should be scalded and aired after a mouse has been
aught. lila triles may be stopped up by sprinkling with Chloride

of lime and then filling -with mortar or plaster of Paris.
Mosquitms breed in sew mpy places or in Old barrel; or kegs or

tin cans which hold stagnant water. Therefore, if the swampy
places be drained and the grounds about the house kept free from
stagnant water the housekeeper will generally -not be troubled with
mosquitom. Empty barrels or kegs should be inverted and old tin
cans should °have a hole punched in the bottom so that they will
not catch water. All high weeds near the house should he cut down
and destroyed so that they will not provide a damp,plaee to harbor
mosquitoes. If it 413 impossible to get-rid of all standing water, the
!weeding .of mosquitoes can be checked by .pouring kerosene oil on
t.he.wator. One ounce of oil on 15 square feet of water is sufficient.
This will have to be renewed at least once in 10 days. The doors,
windows,and ventilators of the house should be well screened as a
protection against mosquitoes.
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Flies are one of the greatest carriers of typhoid and other gerins
and filth of all sorts. They can be gotten rid of only 'when the
breeding places are destroyed and the flies killed as rapidly as pos-
sible. Materials that attract flies should not be exposed in and
abOut the house. The house should be well screened with wire mesh
or mosquito netting to keep out the flies. A fly swatter should be
kept at band. Stables should be cleaned daily and the barn lot
frequently sprayed with kerosene, creoline, or lime.

Fleas will be troublesome if cats or dogs are kept in the house.
hese. house pets should be given frequent baths, the rugs on which
they lie should be brushed. and shaken daily, and the floors- washed
with soap and water and wiped with kerosene.

Moths are apt to develop in woolen garments unless the gar-
ments are thoroughly shaken and absolutely protected by wrapping
in newspaper and put away. Woolen garment.4 that-are used only
occasionally should be kept in a light, dry place, handled frequently,
and hung in the sun occasionally. 'Moths or carpet beetles can be
exterminated from carpets by applying kerosene.

91#

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

Give this lesson at a time when the girls are asking about 01(0
household pests or when the school is suffering from some pests.
It would be well to have the lesson in the spring just before .school
closes, so that the girls can put into practice what they learn.. It .

may be desirable to devote the efforts to the destruction of one par.:
titular pest. For example, a fly crusade may be inaugurated.

METHOD 0.10 WORK.

If there are pests in the schoolroom, discuss their habits, what
seems to attract them, where they come from, etc. Have girls
report any pests they have at home. Explain why they are dan-
gerous, tell how they can be exterminated, and assign to each girl
the extermination of one household pest. have her report each
day the success of her efforts. Continue this work for several weeks.

LESSON XIII. REMOVING STAINS, BLEACHING FABRICS, AND
SETTING COLORS.

SUBJECT MATTER.

As garments and household linens are apt to become stained and
thus lose their attractiveness, it is well toknow remedies for the

-most common stains and the priziciple upon which their removal
depends. All stains. should be removed as soon after they occur
as possible. Boiling water will loosen and remove coffee, tea, and
fresh fruit stains. The stain should be held Over a bowl and the
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water poured upon it with some force. Cold water will remove stains
from blood or meat juice. Soaking will help in the removal of blood
stains. Rust stains can he removed by wetting the stain with lemon
juice, covering with salt, and placing in the sun.' Stains from stove
blacking, paint, and grass can be removed by soaking in kerosene
aid washing well with soap and water. Ink stains can be removed
by soaking in water, removing as much as possible, then soaking in
milk. Stains from cream and other, forms of grease can be washed
out in cold water, followed with warm water and soap.

White cotton and white linen materials can be bleached by expos-
ing. while damp to the sunshine. If left out overnight the bleaching
process is made effective by the moisture furnished by the dew and
frost.. A stream of steam from the 'teakettle may also help the
bleat:11h% process.

Some colors are set by the addition of a small amount of acid to
the first water in which they are soaked, while others are set by the
use of salt. It is necessary to try a small amount of the material
before dipping in the entire garment in order to be sure of results.
Vinegar should be used for blues; use one-half cup to one gallon .of
water. Salt is most effective for browns, blacks, and pinks. In
most cases two cups of salt to One gallon of cold water will be enough.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

The towels used for drying dishes or the linen used for some school
entertainment may have become stained with coffee, fruit, or some
other substance. Make this the basis of a lesson and have the girls
bring other things from which they wish to remove stains. Each
girl should have an article from which to remove a stain. Lot this
lesson be preliminary to the lesson On laundry work.

mEntoo OF WORK.

ExaminC the various articles at hand from which stains are to be
removed. Dismiss the method of removal and have each girl work
on her own stain until it is as nearly removed as possible.

LESSON XIV. WASHING VoW1 TOWELS, SCHOOL CURTAINS, ETC.

/ SUBJECT MATTER.

Dish towels should be thoroughly washed out at least once a day.
Wash one piece at a time ,(cleanest first) in warm soapy water and
rinse in clear water in another pan. Hang up in the sun, if possible,
so that the air'. will pass through- Boil at least once a week in soapy
water to keep fresh and white. Sunshine and fresh air are yaluablb.
for the purpose of bleaching and purifying.
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Wash the school curtains in hat, soapy water; boil, rinse, and .blte
slightly. A small amount of thin starch may be desirable for the
curtains. A thin starch can be made as follows: .

RECIPE FOR THIN STARCH.

cup starch. 7i cup cold water.
teaspoon lard. t 3 pints boiling water.

Add the cold water to the starch and lard, stir until smooth, then add the boiling
water slowly, stirring constantly. Boil for several minutes in order to (hook the starch
thoroughly: then add one pint of cold water and a small amount of bluing. Diluteif tiecomary.

Hang the curtains in the sun to dry, shaking well before putting on the line and
folding the edge over at least 6 inches. Be sure to have a clean line. When dry,fold carefully. A short time before ironing, sprinkle well.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

It may be desirable to give this lesson earlier in the course, if
cooking lessons are being given and dish towels are in use, or if the
school curtains ar(( badly soiled. Other articleS may be washed
if tiiine and facilities permit.

t.

METHOD OE WORK.

Discuss bricOy the need for laundry work amd the genes Al princi-
ples. lave'the girl?; each take a turn washing the towels or cur-
tains; examine the article after it is washed and give careful direc-
tions for the boiling, bluing, and starching. While these processes
are being completed, have some of the girls prepare the line. Have-
two girls appointed to bring the towels in off the .line before they, go
home from school.

LESSON XV. ,IRONING.

SUBJECT mArrEn.

To do good ironing it is necessary to have a firm, unwarped ironing
board. This should be covered with some thick woolen material and
a white muslin cover that is clean, smooth, and tightly drawn.
The thick cover should be tacked on, while,the'top cover should be
pinned so that it can be easily taken off for cleaning. A heavy holder
should be provided for handling the' irons. Irons should be clean
and smooth. Paper sh,ould be kept at hand to keep the irons clean
and a piece of beeswax, safridpaper, or salt should be provided for
keeping them smooth. A small cloth should be used to wipe off the
iron after using tlie beeswax. A newspaper should be spread on the
floor to protect any pieces that may hang down that far while being
ironed. The coarser towels should be ironed first,Its the irons grow
smoother the longer they are used. Starched pieces should not be
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ironed until the irons have become very hot. Every piece should be
ironed until perfectly dry. If the article is first" laid smooth it will ,

be easier. to iron it and keep it in shape. As soon as ironing I's com-
pleted the articles should be hung up to air out well.

PRELIMINARY PLAN..
4Arrange to have the ironing lesson just as soon after the laundry

lesson as possible. It will probably be easy to borrow the necessary
equipment frcim sear-by homes. Each girl can be appointed tobring something that will contribute toward the equipment and
one girl can be appointed to have the fire ready and another to put
the irons on to heat before the lesson hour.

METHOD OE WORK.

Call the girls together early in 'the morning or at some other time
previous to the lesson period and give them directions for sprinkling
the articles to be ironed. When the class hour comes, demonstrate
the method of ironing, folding, and hanging the articles and have
the girls take turns doing the work.

LESSONS XVI AND XVII. CARE OF THE BAJV.

SUBJECT MATTER.

Because young girls are fond of little children and must often help
their mothers with their baby brothers and sisters, they should know

\how to care for them. It is essential that they understand the fol-lowing points: The little body needs protection. The head is soft
and the brain may be injured by hard bumps or pressure. Theskinis tender and is easily irritated by the bites of insects, friction, etc.
Kicking, wiggling, etc., are necessary to the development of the baby's
muscles, but the baby should not be played witkall the time for it is
well for it to lie quietly a portion of the time while awake. It should
not be made to sit Up' until ready to do so. A desire to creep should
he encouraged. Standing or walking should not be taugtit the baby
until it tries to do so for itself and then it must be helped very care-fully.

The baby should have plenty of fresh air and should be allowed to
-spend much of its time out of doors. In cold weather the baby must
bewarmly covered and sheltered from high winds. Its eyes should.
always be protected from strong sunlight.

Regular hours should be observed for sleep and the baby should be
put to bed early at night. If the house is not well screened, .a .mos-
quito bar should be put over the baby's crib. Clothing should be
light and loose, so that the body can move freely.
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Perfect cleanliness is necessary to keep the.baBy's skin in good con-
dition. A daily bath should be given. A morning hour is usually
the best time for bathing the baby, midway between the meals.
The baby should be taught to use the chamber before the bath
and after the nap. Everything should be ready before. the baby
is undressed. The room should be very,warm. The water should be
only moderately warm and should be carefully tested, to make surethat it is not too hot. The towels and covers for the baby should heat hand. The heid and feet should be washed first, and the body
soaped before putting the child into the bath. Little soap should be
used for washing the baby, for even the best soap is strong and apt to
irritate the delicate skin. The bath should be -given quickly, the
body wiped very dry and covered as soon as washing is completed.

The baby "should be fed in small quantities at regularintervals and
given plenty of cold water to drink. Not until 11 or 12 months of
-age should it be given solid or semisolid food. Even then milk should
continue to form the basis of the child's diet, and of this a considerable
quantity should be usedabout a quart a day from the twelfth
month on. As the child grows older a more varied diet will be neces-
sa6. -The most hygienic methods of food preparation must alwaysbe observed.

Certain foods should never be given: Fried foods, pastries, condi-
ments, pickles; preserves, canned meats, fish, pork, sausage, cheap
candies, coarse vegetables, unripe and overripe fruits, stimulants,
foods treated with a preservative or coloring. matter, and half-cooked
starches.

PRELIM I NAM, PLAN.

The teacher should talk with the girls in order to see what points in
connection with the care of the baby it,is necessary for them to know
in order to do their work at home, intelligently..

METHOD OF WORK.

It will probably not be possible to have anything more than a class
discussion of the points in question, but the girls' home experiences
ought to make this discussion vital. If there is a nurse is the neigh-
borhood who can be secured to give one lesson on the care of the baby,
the teacher should supplement her own lessons with an additional
lesson by the nurse.

In connection with the care of the baby tilt teacher will he able to
secure help from bulletins entitled:
Infant Care, Care of Children, Series No. 2, Bureau Publication No. 8, Children's

Bureau, Uhl tpd States Departnient of Labor, Wallington, D; C.
Foodlor Young Children, Farmers' Bulletin 717, Division of Publications, Department

of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. .

The'Care of the Baby, United States Public Health Service.
The Summer Care of Infants. United State@ Public Health Service.
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LESSON XVIII. COST OFFOOD, CLOTHING, AND HOUSE.

SUBJECT MATTER.

It is of great importance that all children learn the value of prop-
erty in an elementary way. 'This will prepare them for the knowl-
edge of the cost of living that is essential. They can learn that the
cost of food can be decreased by keeping gardens and by proper
choice, care, and handling of foods; that care of clothing will reduce
this item of expense; and that the owning. of one's own house and lot
is something worth forking for in order to reduce the cost of rent.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

The teacher will have to acquaint herself thoroughly with condi-
tions in the community so that she can talk intelligently with the
girls, emphasize the right points, and give them constructive help.

ETIIOD OF WORK.

Begin with a discussion o. f the cost of food ; how much the children
earn or spend during the Week; and why it is worth while to cook and
sew well, 'and look after property. Continue such discussions from
time to tune in connection with other school work.

LESSON XIX.. HOW TO KEEP ACCOUNTS.

SUBJECT MATTER.

It is well for one to keep a written record of all money received
and all money spent. Children should be taught to do this as soon
as they are big enough to have money in their possession. ,A simple
little notebook in which all expenditures are entered on the right
side and all receipts on the oft side, with the balance drawn up each
week or month will prove a
accounts. If the little gi 1 learns to do this with her pennies, she

easy and satisfactory method of keeping
1

will be better able to take care of the more important. household
accounts when she is in charge of a home. However, there will be
no good incentive for her to keep accounts unless she is endeavoring
to save for some good purpose. If she learns to save- for the future
purchase of a book, a dross, or some little treat, she will feel that
her account keeping is worth while. As a housekeeper she will, ap-
preciate the importance of saving for some future good to the family-7

better house{ school for the children, etc.

PRELIMINARY PLA N.

In order to make the lesson on keeping accounts of vital interest,
, introduce it at a time when the girls in the class are saving for some

specific purposematerial for a dress to be made in sowing class,
refreshments for a party for their mothers, a schoO'l library, or some-
thing else that will be a pleasure and hillp hi school work.
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METHOD OF WORK.

'After discussing the possible sources of income of the girl and of
her family, and 'the means of increasing and taking care of that
income, discuss simple methods of keeping accounts, illustrate tHeni
on the blackboard, show how It balance the accounts,, and see thateach girl has a small book for the purpose. It may be, necessary-to
make or to rule this hook as a portion of the class exereise.

LESSON XX. CARE OF THE EXTERIOR OF THE ,HOUSE.
SURJEC MATTER.

Closely allied to the housekeeper's work within the home is.tho careof the exterior of the house and its surroundings. It i4 absolutely
necessary that the grounds be kept neat and clean. In addition to ,this they should be mede.attractive by the careful selection of a fewshrubs rightly placed. While the gardens at the rear of the. house
may be planned solely for tlie pleasure and, use of the family, in
planning the lawn at the sides and front of the house the noighboN
and passers-by must be considered. The grounds Would be a pictyre
of which the home is the-center, the shrubs being grouped to frainethe picture. In order to do this, the center of the yarlshould be
left. open with an occasional tree Qr shrub, so placed and pruned thatit will not hide the house. Shrubs and vines should be planted closeto the house -to break' the severe line between the house and lawn,
and so utilized as to hide the sleds. The arrangement and varieties
of shrubs and vines should harmonize both at the front and sides of
the house. One, two, or three kinds should ho chosen as a basis.
If a shrub is planted at one corner of the house, the same variety
should he planted at the other end. Similarly, the same sort of vine
should be planted on both sides of the front porch. Care should
be taken that vines de not wit off the supply of likht and air from
the interior of the house.

The following list of shrubs and vines for planting close to the
house may be suggestive:

Shriebs: Barberry, deutzia, forsythia, hydrangea, Japanese quince, dwarf .eupny-
mus, lilac, privet, spires, snowball, cape jasmine, sweet, shrub.

Vines: Boston ivy, clernItis, English ivy, honeysuckle, wistaria, climbing roses,
climbing euonymus.

The center of the lawn should be left free of unnecessary walks,
drives, piles of stones,- or pieces:of statuary. A few flowers shoes
be planted among the shrubs to give color at different seasons.

The exterior of the-house itself must bb considered; if the picture-
.framed by. -the shrubs and vines is to be a pleasing. ono. The house
shiuld be painted in a soft brown or dark green to blend with the
landscape of oaks and pines. The paint will .help to` preserve the
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house, but its color must be carefully chosen in order to give b, nleas-
ing effect.

The back yard should be used for vegetable gardens with flower
borders. For this purpose a deep, rich soil is necessary and ever
square foot of space should be utilized. Every filthily should learn
to make. use of an increased number of vegetabhis and fruits and to
cook them in a variety.of ways. No crops should be allowed to go
to waste. Intensive ,12-moaths gardening should be practiced. A
family of five people could be entirely provided with vegetables
from a garden loss than 75 by 50 feet.

With the exception of sweet peas, all-flowers needed for picking
purposes shed be grown in the flower borders i the back yard.
Sweet peas should be planted in rows in the vegetable section. The
attractiveness,' as well as the usefulness, of the flower borders de-
pends upon the choice and arrangefnent of flowers. The flowers
should. be chosen as to height of plants, color of blooms,. and seasons
of blooming. The tallest plants should be placeu at the back of.the
border; for a border 6 feet wide none of the plants need be over 5 feet'

.'There can be a riot of colors if the flowers are arranged in-clumps of
fear to six throughout dui entire length of the border. In a well-

,
planned flower border some flowers should be in bloom each month.
Hardy perennial flowers should predominate, with ene:.gh, annual

.flowers to fill up the spaces and hide the soil: A Surprisingly large
nuinher of plants will be needed, Perennial flowers should be started
in seed beds in March and the plants transplanted into the flower
borders in October. Annual flowers should be started in flats in
early spring and the plants transplanted into the flower borders in
April. The well-tried, old- feAhioned flowers will give the best satis-
faction. Every four years the flower borders need to be 'spaded,
well manured, and replanted.

. LISTS OF FLOWERS FOR BORDERS.

Perennials. Bleeding heart, carnations, chrysanthemums, columbine, coreopsis,
dahlias, gaillardias, grolden glow, ins, larkspur, oriental poppies, peonies, phlox,
pinks, platycodoit, snapdragon.

Biennials.Forget-me-not, foxglove, Canterbury bells, hollyhock, sweet-william,
wallflower.

Annuals .A Mean daisy, ageratum, aster, calendula, calliopsis, balsam, candytuft,
cornflower, cosmos, marigold, mignonette, nasturtium, pettinia, poppy, stock, sweet
alyssum, sweet pea verbena, zinnia, annual phlox, red sunflower, Cut-and-come-
again sunflower.

Each 'home gardener will need to\ study garden literature to help
solve the garden problems, for the day has passed when one needs
only to scratch the soil with a shell, plant the seeds and receive an
abundant crop, To =day successful gardening depends upon intelli-
gent managernont of the soil and crop,. and upon persistent labor.

95619° BULL. 23-17-3
, *
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The. Department of Agriculture at Washington, D. C., publishes many
helpful farm bulletins that may be secured free of charge.

Many State experiment, stations publish bulletins on vegetable
growing. These bulletins are sentF-free of charge to the people within
the State on application to the director of the experiment station.
A few of the bulletins published by southern experiment stations are:
The home Vegetable Garden.--Virginia Truck Experiment.Station, Norfolk, Va.
Truck Growing in North Carolina.--Department of Agriculture, Raleigh, N. C.
Vegetable Gardening.- -Georgia Experiment Station, Experiment, Ga.
Farm Gardens.--Division of Extension, College of Agriculture, University of Ten-

nessee, Knoxville, Tenn.

Books on gardening' that are useful for the home garden.

Card.--"Bush Fruits." Price, $1.50. The Macmillan Co., Now York City.
Duncan." When Mother Lets Us Garden. Price, 75 cents. Moffat, Yard &

New York ('its'.
Ely. "A Woman's Hardy Garden." Price, $1.75. The Macmillan Co., New York

City,
French."The Beginner's Garden Book." Price, $1. The Macmillan Co., New

York City.
Lloyd.--"Productive Vegetable Garden." Price, $1.50. Lippincott Co. Philadel-

phia.

The Unitbd States Bureau of Education through its division of
school and home gardens sends out literature and gives direct
ance to those schools that wish to have the home-garden work car-
ried on by their pupils. ,

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

The teacher should visit the homes of all the children in order to
make herself familiar with the eonditioa in which their grounds are
kept. She may be able to secure, permission from one.of the house-
keepers to use her grounds for the practice place for the lesson, or it
may bo more desirable to give this lesson at the school and to conduct
a school garden as a model home garden.

METHOD OF WORK.

Discuss the arrangement and care of the home or school grounds.
Jiave the class clean up the lawn and garden chosen for the lesson,
supervising the work carefully. Assign the cleaning up of the home _

lawns or .work in the home gardens for the coining week. Let this
lesson serve as a rneans of interesting the girls in home gardening,
if that has not already been taken up, or of emphasizing the relation
of gardening to the housekeeper's work if they are already interested
in gardening.



TWENTY LESSONS IN COOKING.

For the Rural Schools.

OUTLINE OF THE COURSE.'
Lesson T. Discussion of foods and cooking. Management of the kitchen stove. Cooking by dry heat.

I %Ike(' vegetablopr fruit.
hes, or II. Water and'mineral matter in vegetables. how to prepere and serve uncooked vegetables,

let tnce, cress, cabbage, etc*. Cooking by moist heat. to season, and serve beet tops, turnip
tops, cabbage sprouts, kale, spinach, or other vegetale greens.

Lesson III, The value of carbohydrates in the diet. Potatoes as a source of carbohydrates. The choice,
cost, care, composition, food value, and cooking of sweet potatoes and whitepotatoes. Baked squash.Steamed squash.

Lesson IV. Fruitstheir food value and use. Reasons and rules for canning. How to can and use such
vegetables as beets, beans, tomatoes, and carrots, and such fruits as figs, grapes, muscadine, apples,
and peaches. The drying of fruits and vegetables.

Lesson V. Fats and oils. Vegetables, continued. l'reparation of white sauce to serve with vegetables.
how to boil, season, and serve such vegetables as hima or butter beans, string beans, oowpeas, onions,
okra, cabbage, collards, torn, beets, turnips, or carrots.

Lesson VI. Cereals kinds, composition, care, and general rules for cooking. gatmeal, cracked wheat,
hominy grits, corn-meal mush, or rice. Fruits to serve with cerealsstewed prunes, stewed apples,orapple sauce.

Lesson VII. Classiticatien of foods, reviewed.
Lesson VIII. The planning and serving of mewls.
Lesson IX. Milk. Care, cost, and food value of milk. The value and use sour milkcottage cheese

clabber. Rice or corn starch pudding (plain, caramel, or chocolate).
Lesson X. Soups. Cream soups. ('ream of carrot, potato, or onion soup; green pea or cowpea scup.

Toast, croutons, or crisp crackers to serve with soup.
Lesson XI. Eggs. Food value and general rules for cooking. Eggs cooked in shell, poached, scrambled
. and omelet.
I teson XII. Simple desserts. Custards.
Lesson XIII. Batters. Corn bread and hoe cake.
hewn XIV. Batters (continued). Methods et making batters light. Use of sour milk and soda. Egg

corn pone and corn muffins. Baking-powder biscuits.
lesson XV. Meat. Composition and food value. How to make tough cuts palatable. Pork chops with

fried apples. Beef or mutton stew with vegetables and dumplings. Rabbit ,Lew. Bacon.
lesson XVI. Baked pork and beans or baked oowpeus. Corn dodgers.
lesson X VII. Butter cakes. Plain yellow cake. Cocoa, coffee, tea.
Lesson XVIII. Yeast broad.
Lesson XIX. Serving simple dinners without meat. Baked omelet, macaroni and cheese.
Lesson XX. Sugar. Food value and cooking. The use of peanuts in candy. Peanut cookies, or peanut,

molasses, or fudge candies, to be made for a special entertainment.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE TEACHER.

The teacher should learn how the children in her school live in
their own homes, what foods they use, what foods they raise, and how
they prepare and servo their foods. The instruction given in the
lessons should be based on this knowledge. Possibilities for the
improvement of accepted methods should be considered. Those
foods should be used in the recipes which the children can afford to
use at home. They should be encouraged to raise other foods in
their gardens and to keep chickens, pigs, and cows.

35
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Elementary principles of nutrition and sanilition should be
taught. Simple meals should he plafined with plain but, well-cooked
dishes. Variations should be suggested and the value of a mixed
diet emphasized. Care should be taken not to waste time on points
that are unrelated to the homes of the girls, except as such poilits
may be necessary to raise their ideals.

All the work so41 he carefully done.. 'Sanitary handling of ftod
and care in storage of foods should be insisted upon. Carefu,1 atten-
tion should he given to the dish washing, care or dish towels, etc.,
emplpisizingjhose points in sanitatikinvohTed. The girls should
be drilliA faithfully in all poi!' t essential to the handling of anything
that .come in contact with the food.

Proper methods pf sweeping and cleaning should be emplo% ed
and thoroughness practiced in every detail of the work. Thorott,th
(hill in these processes should be given.

The. O l)t'order in which the lessons .are to be ven will regulated in
part 1)3r the season of the 'year in ..whkh they occur, Thelocality, the
foods obtainable, and special local needs. Ilowtwer, care milst
be taken that The lessons occur in proper sequenct; so that the plli)ds
will see the relation of one to the other and will appreciate the value
of each. *it may be nei7essary t4 combine two lessons or to give
only part of a lesson.. In some Of the lessons nmrc recipes are sug-
gested than could be prepared in a brief period. In every-case the
choice of recipe will have to be made by the teaeiwr.
Wherever possible, simplerexperiments to show the composition. and
effect of bea.t, on food should he used.

No attenipt has been made to- give a complete set of r6cipe;4.
Those included are chosen to illustrate the subjects to be discussed
in dip lessons. A few hayo been twicen from. the. Farmers' Bulletins
and from circulars of. the Extension Servkb-,e of .the Department of
Agriculture. The others have *oh. carefully tested and used with
satisfactory results. The tkacher who desires W make' use of a
greotter number .of. recipes will do well to suliply herself with one of
the textbooks listed. Level measurements shoal be used in the
preparation of all the recipes and the directions should be care-
fully followed. ,

The first fbw lessons are more fully outlined, than_ the ot.he.P3' ,

furnishing suggeitioni lor. methods-of procedure that can also be
adapthd to. the 10,0. lessons. The teacher should have a detailed
plan for .oliery lesson, outlining her method of work, the leading
ciuestions for the .discussion, and -,the -home assignment which she
desires tomako:.

't'oods that'are,in comxnon use are suggested for the lessons out-
There wilfnecessarily be exceptions to their use in different
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localities. If foods used in the homes are harmful because of Clio
iunnet in which they are . prepared, the teacher should ,d all in
hcr power to correct the custom, but she mustNbe careful not to
he too radical. If the lessons given are not repeated by home
nictire, tiiiio will he practically wasted. Simplo meal service

should bo introduced wherever possible, and as much instruction
on the furnishing and care of the kitchen should be inauded
t porn) its

e4

By the- time the cqurse is. completed, the girt should. be able to
hoep- IverNkitifinin in sanitary condition; and she should havb
edge of food values and of the processes of cooking sufficient to
provide simple, wholesome meals for her family.'

For the-Witching-of food 'values, it will be helpful to-secure the _sot
of1,1 food charts, that can be obtained for $1 from the Superintendoit
of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.

The 'State Department (if Education or the S etate uniyrsity, colt
lege, or normal schools, through their ektension departmentt! may
issuei material that _will be of help to the rural teacher. in planning

lvssons.
The teachers will find, it helpful to secure and study the Farmers!

4:414ulletinti listed below.. Single copies of theile bulletins can l ob-
t:iined free'by writing to the Division of Publications, Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

FARM ERS' BULLETINS..

No.. 34. Meats: Composition and cotikint.r.
No. 142. Principles or nutrition and nutritive value of food.
No: 203. Canned fruits, presorves, and jelly.
No. 249. Cereal brosakfast fo(xls.
No. 256. Preparation of vegetables for table.
No. 293. The use of fruit as food.
No. 359. Canning veiretables in the 11(bine.
No. 363.' The use of milk as food.
No. 389. Bread and bread making.
No. 39) . Economical time of meat, in the home..
No. 487. .Cheese and its economical 'uses in the diet.
No. 521. Canning tomatoes at home and in club work.
No. 535. Sugar and its value as food'.
No. 559. Use of corn, katir, and cow0eas in the home.
No. 565., Corn meal as.a food and wa,0of usitig it.
No, 653. Honey and its uses in the home,
No. 712.. School lunches. "
No. 717. Food for young children.
No. 807. Bread and bread making in othe home.
No 808. How to select fowls. No. I. What, the body needs.
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EQUIPTIIENT FOR COOKING LESSONS.

The following list of utensils would provide an adequate equip-
ment for cooking lessons. Some of the utensils should be ordered in
larger numbers, if the class is large and if funds penult. If it is
possible to obtain serving dishes, they should be provided for a small
number of persons and used both in class practice and for social
purposes. If the school is an active social center and the dishes are

- to he in use frequently for ninny people, the number provided should
not be so limited. If school lunehes are served, each pupil may
well provide his own dishes. Dust cloths, broom, etc., have been
included, so that simple lessons in housekeeping may be given.

COOKINO UTE \ MILO.

Approximate 0..K.
Baking dish $0. 30
Bowls, mixing, 2 . 60
Bread board . 25
Bread box .25
Broom .

Brush, scrubbing .

Brush, vegetable 10
Can opener .10
Contaitiers, lard pails or cans
Corkscrew
Cups, measuring, 2
Cups, mixing, 2
CutLers for biscuits or cookies
Dishcloths, 2
Dish pans, 2
Dish towels, 6
Double boiler.
Dust cloths,..r,
Dustpan and brush
Egg beater
Flour *sifter
Forks, 6..
Frying pan.
Glass jars, 6 Mason
Grater
Hand basin
Jelly Owes, 6
Kettle, 6-quart, with lid
Knife,. bread
Knife, butcher
Knife, paring
Knives, case, 6
Mitat grinder
Mop

10
20

.10

.10

.10

.40

75
40

.40
10
15

.GO

90
60

.10

.15

.15

.40
30

:15 Bowl.
20 Cream pitcher.
60 Cups and saucers.

. 70 Knives and forks.

.40 Napkins.

Approximate cost,

Molding board $0. as
Muffin tins, 2 sets .20
Oil stove I. 15
Omelet pan 25
Oven .85
Pail, garbage (covered) 90
Pails, water, 2-quart, 6-quart
Pan, bakiiig
Pan, cake
Pans, bread, 4
Pans, pie, 2
Pitcher, 2-quart
Plates, 6
Ramekin
Rolling pin
Salt and pepper shakers
Saucepans., :3 (1-quart, 2-quart, 3-

quart, with lids) :60
Slap dish 10

Spatula 20
Strainer
Tablespoons, 6
Teakettle
Thispoons, 6 30
Tray. 15

Wooden spoons, 2 small it0

19,85

So

. 10

. 40

. 10
30

30

.

. 10

30

Berainf dishes.

Sliver bowls.
Tablecloth.
Tumblers. °
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WOODS AND COOKERY.

A etswatire We of textbook. Pr use in clrentrUary rural srhou7,

AtOin, Bertha J." Ponwatic Science." Price, Vol.. 1, 64 roots; Vol. 2, 60 cents.
Lyons & Carnahan, Chicago.

Conley, Emma " Principles of Cookery." Price, GO cents, American Book Co.,
New York City.

Manz, Etta P." A Handbook of Home Economics." Price, 75 cents. Little,
Brown & Co., Boston.

Jon(44, Mary C." Lessons in Elementary Cookeay." Price, $1. Lippincott Co.,
Philadelphia.

Kinne, Helen, and Cooley, Anna M." Food and Health." Price, &5 cents. Tho
Macmillan Co., New York City.

Lincoln, Mary J.---"Tho. School Kitchen .Textbook." Price, 65 cents. Little,
Brown & Co., Boston.

Metcalf, Martha L." Foodand Cookery." Price, 95 cents. Industrial Education
Co., Indianapolis.

Morris, Josephino" Household Science and Arta for Elementary Schools." *Price,
GO (Tail. Americai! Book Co., Now York City,

Pirie, Evna E.--"Tho Science of Home Making." Price, 90 cents. Scott, Fores-
%an & CO., Chicago.

Williams, Mary E., and Fisher, K. R."Theory and practice of Cookery." Prire
41. The Macmillan Co., Now York City. ,



`DETAILED LESSON PLANS FOR THE COURSE IN
COOKING.

LESSON I. DISCUSSION OF FOODS AND COOKINO.
Management of the Kitchen Stove. Cooking by Dry Heat. Baked Vege-

table or Fruit.

SIAM ECT MATTER.

Foods..The body uses food to build and repair its tissues., to pro-
vide heat and energy, and to regulate body processes. Foods differ
from one another in their composition and in their ability to perform
the. worlt of the body. These differences have led to the classific'ation
of foods into five groups, which aro spoken of as the five food stuffs
or food principles.

Cooking.While some foods can be used as they occur in nature,
most foods are more acceptable by the application cif hear
Heat softens the structure of vegetables and fruits, makes tender
the tissues of meat, prepares starch for digestion, develops flavor in.,.
many foods, and destroys parasites and germs that may be present
in food. The five food stuffs are differently affected by float, some
require slow cooking, others require intense heat. Hence, it is nec-
essary to study cooking that each food may he properly prepared.

The stove.A knowledge of the construction of the stove and the
methods whereby heat is obtained is necessary if one is to be a suc-
cessful cook. For all stoves three things are necessaryfuel, a sup:
ply of oxygen, and a certain degree of heat, known as the kindling
point, whereby the fire is started. The supply of oxygen is regulated
by dampers and checks so arr. tinged as to admit or cut off the draft
of air.

The creative dampers are doors or slides that come below the fire
box. When open they adinit the entrance of air, increase the draft
and facilitate combustion.

The oven daMi)er is a flat plate which closes the opening into the
chimney flue to decrease the drawing of the draft. When the oven
damper is closed, the heat from the fire remains in the stove and
passes around the oven.

Chocks are slides or doors higher than the fire box, which, when
Open, allow the cold air to pass over the fire, retarding combustion.

40
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A stove is also provided with means for disposing of the ashes,soot, and the gases formed. All parts of the stove are so arrangedthat they can be kept clean.
See Twenty Lessons in the Care of the Home. Leeson I.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

There should be provided for this lesson some fruit or vegetablein season (-from the homes of the pupils, if possible) that can becooked by dry heat. Each child may be able to bring an apple or apotato. The teacher should he sure to hpve an oven that can bewell heated for baking, and to have the fire well started before thelesson begins, so that the oven will be ready for use It there is nooven, a pan of ashes and hot coals can be arranged to surround the
pan of apples in such a way that they will bake. .A lesson in geogtaphy and nature study should be correlated withthe cook* lesson to give the pupils opportunity to study the sourceof foods and the reasons for cooking foods.

One of the pupils should write the recipes for the lesson on the
blackboard before the lesson hour.

RECIPES.

Baked Apples.
Wash the apples, core them, and cut through the skin with a knifeso that the applecan expand in baking without breaking the skin. Place the apples in a baking dish,and fill each center with sugar. Cover the bottom of the dish with water one-fourthinch deep and bake until the apples are'soft (20 to 95 minutes), basting them everyJO minutes. Place them in a serving dish and pour the juice over them. .Serve hotor cold.

Baked Sweet Potatoes.

Scrub potatoes carefully and place in a baking pan. Bake in a hot oven from 45minutes to one hour. When soft, break skin to let steam escape. Serve in ari uncov-ered dish.
See Farmers' Bulletin 255, Preparation of vegetables for the table. Farmers'Bulletin 293, The use of fruit as food.

METHOD OF WORK.

Discuss very briefly the food that is to be cooked and the methodof.cooking it. Have as many apples or potatoes bakdas there are.members of the class or as the baking dish will hold:.
Assign tasks to special members of the class.
Put the vegetable or fruit in the oven as quickly as possible'to bake.While baking is in process take up a general discussion of foods andcooking, and a speciarfliscuallion of the foot which is bag used.andthe method of cooking employed in the lesson.
GiVe as thorough, a lesson on the stove and combustion as timepermits. Examine the baked article and Oiscuss methods of servingit, time for serving; 'etc.
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Use the finished product for the school lunch or have it served
nicely in the class, letting the pupils taste it. Encourage them to
bring a dish from home to take the molts of their work home for
the family meal if a school lunch is not served, or if they do not need
a lunch. Give careful directions for washing dishes and supervise
the housework carefully.

(It may be necessary to go on with some other recitation before
the baking is completed, in which case one member of the. class shou!d
be appointed to watch the oven.)

Questions to serve as. a guide in the developthent of lesson :
What.food have we on hand for use to-day?
Does this food need cooking? Why?
How shall we prepare it for cooking?
How shall we prepare the oven?
flow shall we care for the fire?
How long will it be necessary to cook tbis food?

(Time the aking carefully and discuss more thoroughly at the close of the lesson.)
How can we tell when it is done?
How shall we fiery(' it?
For what meal shall. we serve it?
Of what value is it to the body?
How shall we wash the dishes?

Home assignment. Pupils shoilld prepare the baked dish at home
and report their work at the next lesson.

LESSON II. PREPARING AND SERVING VEGETABLES.

Water and Mineral Matter in Vegetables. How to Prepare and Serve Un-
cooked Vegetables, Lettuce, Cress, Cabbage, etc. Cooking by Moist Heat.
How to Boil, Season, and Serve Beet Tops, Turnip Tops, Cabbage Sprouts,
Kale, Spinach, Mustard, or other Vegetable Greens.

SUBJECT MATTER.

,Water. All fluids and tissues of the body contain large quantities
of water, therefore water is regarded as one of the most important
foodstuffs required by the body.. Practically all foods contain sonic
water. The fresh vegetables and fruits provide the body with a
high per cent of water.

Water is a valuable medium for cooking. As it heats, small
bubbles are formed which continually increase in number and size,
but gradually disappear. Some time before the boiling point is
reached an occasional largo bubble will rise to the surface and disap-
pear. The water has then reached the simmering point, 185°, a
temperature frequently Made use of in cooking. When 'Many
bubbles form and break, causing a commotion on the surface of the
water, the boiling point, 212°1 has been reached.

Mineral matter.--Mineral matter is' a second foodstuff that is
needed by the body, but the amount required is very small. V a

.
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variety of food is used there is generally enough mineral matter in-
the diet. Fruits and vegetables, especially fresh green vegetables,
are comparatively rich in mineral matter. Mineral matter builds up
the bones and certain tissues like hair, teeth, and nails, and regulates
the body procesges by keeping the blood and digestive fluids in proper
condition.

Green vegetables.The green Vegetables hold an 'important place
in the diet because they contain valuable mineral salts. They also
contain a high percentage, of water and considerable cellulose. With
few exceptions they should be eaten raw, because the mineral salts,
being soluble, are lost in the water in which they are cooked, and
because the cellulose serves its purpose best in the crisp form.. Cab-bage is rencilered much more difficult of digestion by cooking.
Spinach, beet tops, etc., are more palatable cooked. The delicately
flavored vegetables should be-boiled in a very small amount of Water,
so that they need not be drained. Thus the mineral matter will be
retairnackwhen the vegetables are served.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

There should he provided for the lesson some fresh vegetables in
season (from the home of the pupils, if possible), one that can be
cooked by bbiling, and one that can be served uncooked With a simple-
d ressiog.

One of the pupils should write the recipes on the blackboard before
the lesson hour.

RECIPES.

Preparation of Fresh Green Vegetables.'

Wash vegetables thoroughly, leaving in cold water to crisp, if wilted. Keep cooluntil ready to serve, then arrange neatly and dress with salt, vinegar, and oil asdesired, or prepare a French dressing as follows:

French Dressing.

teaspoon salt. 1 tablespoon vinegar.
teaspoon pepper. 3 tablespoons salad oil.

Stir briskly until thoroughly combined and use at once.

Recipe for boiling and seasoning fresh, green vegetables.

Wash vegetables carefully, put on to cook in boiling water. Delicately flavored
vegetables (spinach, celery, fresh peas, etc.) will require but little water and that
should be allowed to boil away at the last. If spinach is stirred constantly, no watersneed be added. Starchy vegetables should be completely covered with water, and
strong-flavored vegetables (as turnips, onions, cabbage, and cauliflower) 'should be
cooked in a large amount of boiling water.

After vegetables have cooked fora few minutes salt should be added, one teaspoon-ful to each quart of water.

It may be well to omit frOm this lesson the uncooked vegetable that Is served In the form ofa salad andto giv_at at some other time. It Is not well to attempt to teach more than the girIS eat: master thoroughly.
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Cook the vegetable until it can be &Lily pierced with a fork. Let the water boil
away at the last. If necessary to drain, do so as 80011 as the vegetable is tender.
Season with salt, pepper, and butter' (i teaspoon salt, teaspoon pepper, and
spoon butter to each cup of ve;etable).

See Farmers' Bulletin 256, The preparation of vegetables for the table.

METHOD OF WORK.

Discuss ,rho boiling of water and its value in cooking. Have the
girls observe and describe the boiling of water.

If a new tin saucepan or other bright tin vessel is at hand to heat
the water in, the changes which take place as the temiierature in-
creases will bemore'readily apparent and the girls will enjoy watching
the process.

DiscusS why one vegetable is to be c9oked and the ostler served
uncooked.

Emphasize the cleaning of the vegetabie, its tructure, composition,
and the effect of 4he boiling water upon it.

After the vegetable has been put on to cook, discuss the method-of
seasoning or dressing the vegetable which is to be served uncooked,
and have it prepared to serve attractively on the plates. Especial
emphasis should be placed on the use of fresh, green .vegetables.

Continue the discussion of vegetables, having the members of the
class suggest others that can be prepared as a salad or cooked in the
manner illustrated, writing the list on the blackboard for ,them to
copy in their hooks.

When the cooked vegetable is tender have it drained, seasoned.
and se'rved, and serve the uncooked vegetable at.the same time.

When ready for serving, have the pupils arrange their plates and
fo4s carefully, then have them all sit down but the two who pass the
two .vegetables. Be sure that the pupils eat carefully and nicely.
Emphasize housework as on previous day.

9vestion8 to serve as a guide in the development of the lesson :
How shall we prepare our vegetables for serving?
Qf what value is hot water in cooking food?
How must the vegetable he prepared for boiling?
DoeS this vegetable contain any water?
Will it be necessary to add any more?
Will it be necessary to cover the saucepan?
How hot must the water be kept? How can one tell when the-water is suffi-

ciently hot?
How can we determine when the. food has cookect long enough?
How shall we serve this vegetable?
Hoy/ does boiling compare with baking?

In time? In flavor? in amount of fuel used? In amount of work necessary?

Home a88ignnient . Practice in the boiling and serving of vegetables.
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LESSON Ill. THE VALUE OF CARBOHYIZATES IN THE DIET.

Potatoes as a Source of Carbohydrates. The Choice, Cost, Care, Compost.
tion, Food. Value, and Cooking of Sweet Potatoes and White Potatoes,
Baked Squash, Steamed Squash.

SUBJECT MATTER.

Carbohydrates.A third claAs of food .ituffs required by the body
is known as the carbohydrates or sugars and starches. This class
of foods is used as fuel for the production of heat and energy in the
body. Excess of carbohydrates may he stored in the body as fatty
tissue.

Potatoes.Potateeli are a cheap source of carbohydrates. They
are also valuable for their mineral matter and for the lltrge quantity
of water which they contain. Three-fourths of the potato is water..
The framework of the potato has a basis of cellulose, which is an
indigestible carbohydrate material. Potatoes have only a small
amount of cellulose, ho`Wever, and they are comparatively saasy of
digestion. When dry and mealy they are most easy of digestion.
Swen potatoes contain a larger per cent of sugar than white potatoes
and the cellulose in sweet potatoes softens more quickly when cook-ig. When used for a meal, potatoes should be supplemented by
sonic muscle-building food, such as milk, cheee, eggs, fish, or meat.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

At some previous period the teacher should leave discussed with the
girls the use .of potatoes and learn from them the various ways. in which
they cook them in their homes. She should 'determine upon some
recipes for the lesson that will increase the variety of ways in which
potatoes can be served and will imprOve the methods used.

Each girl should be asked to bring -One or two potatoes for the
lesson. It will be well to cook in class the kind of potato that is
cheapest 'and most commonly used in the community. The -best
methods of cooking and means of securing variety should be empha-
sized.

RECIPES.

Mashed Potatoes.
6 potatoes. 1 tablespoon butter.

saucepan

i cup hot milk or cream- . 1 teaspoon salt.
Wash and pare potatoes, boil, drain, dry, and mash (with a. potato masher)iu the

sau ill which they were cooked. Beat them until very light and creamy; add
hot milk, butter, and salt and beat again, reheat, and serve. Serves 6 to 8.

. Browned Potatoet.

Wash, scrub, and pare potatoes of uniform size. Parboil 10 minutes, then put in i
dripping pan with meat or on a rack in a baking An.

Baste with 'fat every 10 minutes when meat is basted.
Allow about 40 minutes for the potatoes.
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"Experiment to show presericeof starch ih potatoes.

Scrub and pare a potttio. Examine a thin cross section.
Grate the potato: Remove the coarse shrecided portion. Examine:
Examine the liquid and note any sediment.
Heat the liquid and stir until boding. how has it. changed?
Examine portion of grater. How has the color changed? Why?

Fried Sweet Potatoes.'

eut cold boiled potatoes in ono-fourth inch season with salt and pepper,
put into a hot, well-greased frying pan, brown on one side, turn and brown on theother side.

Glaze! Sweet Potatoes.

.6 sweet potatoes. 4 tablespoons boiling water.
cup sugar. 1 tablespoon butter or other fat.

Scrub, pare, and boil potatoes 10 minutes in salted watef, tirain, cut in halves
lengthwise and put into a buttered baking pan. Make a sirup of sugar and water,
boil 3 minutes, add butter. Baste potatoes with sirup, put into a hot oven, cook 15
minutes, or until browned, basting every 5 minutes. Serves 8 to 10.

Steamed Squash.

Prepare squash as for baking, put in steamerover boiling water, and cook 30 minutesor until soft. Then scrape squash from shed, mash, and season 'with butter, salt,

Baked squash.

Wipe shell of squasb cut it into pieces for serving, ietrove seeds and stringy portion,
place in a dripping pan, and hake in a slow oven three-quarters of an hour (until
tender). - Serve at once.

See Farmers' Bulletin 256, The preparation of vegetables for table.

METHOD OF WORK.

Discuss the Composition and structure of the potato. Read over
and discuss the recipes that are to be used.

Make assignments for work. After the potatoes have bepn. put
on to cook, have the class examine a raw potato, following the
directions given.'

If one of the recipes requires the use of the oven, be careful to !).:-.ve the
potatoes for it prepared first and as quickly as possible. It may be. .

necessary to proceed with _another class, assigning one pupil to take
care of the baking. Special attention should bo given to careful
serving °f the potatoes.

Horne assignartent.Befop the next _lesson each pupil should be
able to report that she hag cooked potatoes at home, using the recipes
learned in class.

i squash is anothervegetable containing a high percentage of carbohydrate. The recipe for squash canbe prepared at this time or made use of In some other lesson.
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LESSON IV. FRUITS AND, VEGETABLES.

Food Value and Use of Fruits. Reasons and Rules for Canning. How to
Can and Use such Vegetables as Beets, Beans, Tomatoes,.and Carrots,

uits as Figs, Grapes, Muscadiiies, Apples, and Peaches. The
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and su
Drying uits and Vegetables.

SUBJECT MATTER.

Fruits impart palatability and flavor to other foods and exercise
a favorable influence upon the digl3stive organs, though their food
value is low. They contain a high percentage of water and only a
small percentage of nutrients. Most fruits are eaten raw. Raw
fruits are exceedingly valuable to the. body because of the fresh
acids they contain. Cooking -softens the cellulose of the quit and,
therefore, renders some fruits. more easy of digestion. The cooking
V fruit is of value chiefly for the purpose of preservation.

The drying of fruits.Fruits are dried so that they may be pre-
served for use. Bacteria .and molds, which cause the 'decay of
fruits, need moisture for development and growth. If the moisture
in fruits is evaporated, the fruits will keep indefinitely. Dried
'fruits and vegetables can be easily and inexpensively prepared,
therefore the practice of drying is feasible if one is so situated that
the fruit or vegetable can be exposed to the hot sun in a clean, dry
place. When dried fruits are to bo used, they must be washed
thoroughly and soaked for several' hours, or overnight, in water, so
as to restore as much water as possible. They should, be cooked
until soft in'the samb water in which they are soaked.

Canning and preserving.Simple methods of preservation are
desirable in order that vegetables and fruits be made of value for a
longer period of time than through their ripening season. Canning
is one of the methods most commonly employed in the home, foe it.
is easily done, and canned fruits will keep indefinitely. Fruit which
is to be canned is first sterilized by boiling or steaming, in order to
destroy all germs and spores., This can be adequately accomplished
by boiling 20 minutes, but a shorter time is sometimes sufficient,
All germs must also be destroyed on the cans and on everything
which comes in contact with the food in order to insure complete
success. This will likewise require 20 minutes boiling or steaming.
Jars, tops, dipper, and funbel should all be placed in cold water,
heated until water comes to the boiling point, and loft in the water
until just before sealing. It will be sufficient to dip the rubbers into
the boiling water. After the fruit has been put into the can, it must,
be sealed so that it is perfectly air-tight.. In order to do this, it is
necessary to havelgood tops, with new, pliable rubbers, and to fit
them tightly.
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When the jar is to be filled, it should be. placed on a board or
wooden table, or on a cloth wrung out of hot watery and filled to.,
overflowing.
- Sugar is not essential to sterilization and is usedonly to improve

the flavor. Both fruits and vegetables can he canned without
sugar. However, fruits canned with a. large amount, of sugar do not
spoil readily, for germs develop slowly in a thick sirup..

Methods qf eanning.---The simplest method of canning is the open-
kettle method employed for small, watery fruits, such as berries,
grapes, tomatces, etc. The fruit is boiled in an open kettle (which
permits of the evaporation of some of the water in the fruit) and trons-
ferred at once to a sterilized jar which is inftediately sealed. The
01591-kettle method of canning is mit satisfactory for .those veget a-
bles containing only a small amount of acid, nor is it satisfactory for-

. all fruits. A safer method and one that secures more complete steri-
lization without serious change of flavor in the fruit is that known as
the cold-pack method. After being transferred to the cans the
vegetable or 0114 is subjected to an additOnd period of heating, of
considerable length, or to three. periods of briefer length on three
successive days. If the three. periods of sterilization are used, the
process is known as the intermittent method.

vie single proceSs method is described in the recipe for canned
beets. ;nib intermittent, process proves more satisfactory for canned
beans.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

The t'achcr should ascertain what fruits and vegetables are most
abundant and select those that the class can provide for canning.

Each girl should ho asked to bring some vegetable or fruit, some
granulateesugar; and a jar in which to can her fruit. If the school
does not possess enough kettles or saucepans in which to do the cook

sing, kettles or saucepans may be borrowed from the homes.
Only one fruit or one vegetable should be taken up at a time, fos t he

preparation necessarily varies slightly and the different methods will
prove confusing. It is not necessary to confine the choice of fruits,.
and Vegetables. to those mentioned in the recipes included. The
teacher will find it necessary to base her instruction on the products
of the particular. time and place of the lesson,- The principles of can-
ning should be taken up at some other period, if possible, that the
cooking lesson may be devoted entirely to practical. work.

RECIPES.

Canned Tomatoes.
(Open-kettle method.)

Scald and peel the tomatoes. Boil 20 minutes. Sterilize the jars, covers, and rub-
bore. Stind jars on a.cloth in a pan of hot .xater. Fill jars with hot tomatoes, being
careful to fill to overflowing, and expel all air bubbles from the jar. Adjust rubber
and cover. Seal. Allow to cool. Test, label, and aet away in cool, dry, dark. place..
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Canned Grapes.

(Open-kettle method.)

6 quarts of grapes. 1 quart of sugar. 1 gill of water.
. Squeeze the pulp of the gra os out of the skins. Cook the pulp 5 minutes and then

rub throt that is fine enough to hold back the seeds. Put the water, skins,
and p p into the preserving kettle and heat slowly to the boiling point. Skim the
fruit and then add the'sugar. Boil 15 minutes. Put into jars as directed.

Sweet grape:: may be canned with less sugar; very sour grapes may require more

Canned Peaches.

(Intermittent pro.,oss.)

Use firm, solid fruit. Peel and cut in half. If cling-stone peaches are used, they
may be canned whole. Fill sac' jar as the peaches are peeled and add water.sd that
they will not discolor. When the jar is entirely tilled, put on the rubber and the lid, but
do no fasten the lid down. Then place the jar on a rack or folded cloth in a large kettle
that can be closely covered. Put in enough water to reach up several inches oft the
jars, cover the kettle, and bring the water to the boiling point. When hot, lift the lids
and add sugar, if it is to be used, from one-fourth cup to one cup Of sugar for each quart
of fruit. When the boiling point is again reached, boil for 10 minutes: Fasten down
the lids and boil for 10 minutes longer. Set in a place free from drafts. On two succes-
sive days return the jars to the kettle and boil for 20 minutes. Do not loosen the lids
after the jars have been sealed.

Canned Beets.

(Single process.)

Boil the beets until they are three-fourts done and the skins come off easily. Re-
move theLskins and pack the beets in a jar carefully. Cover with boiling water, to
which one tablespoon of salt is added for each quart, put the top on the, jar, but do
not fasten it down. Place the jar on a rack or a folded cloth in a large kettle that can
be closely covered. Pour enough water into the kettle to reach within 2 inches of the
top of the jar, cover the kettle, bring the boiling point, and boil 15 minutes, then
fasten the lid on securely and boil for one and one-half hours or two hours. Put aside
to cool in a place that is free from drafts. As the water around the jar boils down
replenish with boiling water, never with cold.

Canned String Beans.

(Intermittent process.)

Wash and string fresh, tender beans. Put into a sack or wire basket and dip into
boiling water for 10 minutes. Drain, cool slightly, and pack in jars, within 1 inch ofthe top. Add one-fourth teaspoonful of salt to each pint jar and fill with cold water.
Put on the rubbers and lids, but do not fasten the lids down. Then place the jars on a
rack or folded cloth in a large kettle that can be closely covered. Pour enough water
into the kettle to reach up within 2 inches of the top of the jars, cover the kettle, bring
to the boiling point, and boil for 15 minutes. Then fasten on the lids and boil for 46
minutes. As the water around the jars boils down replenish it with boiling water,
never with cold water. Put to cool in tplace that is free from drafts. On 'two succes-
sive days return the jars to the kettle without opening the lids and boil for one hour.

Farmers' Bulletins: No. 203, Canned fruits, preserves, and jellies; No. 256, Prepara-
tion of vegetables for the table; No. 359, Canning vegetables in the home; No. 521,
Canning tomatoes at home in club work; United States Department of Agriculture
Bulletin! 123, Professional Paper. Extension course in vegetable foods. Supt. of
Documetits, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. Price 10 cents.

95819°suu. 23-17----4
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Dried Corn.

Pick the corn early in the morning. Immediately husk. silk, and cut the cornfrom the cob. Spread in a very thin layer on a hoard, cover with mosquito netting
which is kept sufficiently elevated so that it will not come in contact with, the corn,
place in the,hot sun and leave all day. Before the dew begins to fall take into the
house and place in an oven: that is slightly warm. Leave in the oven over night.
and place out in the sun again the next day. Repeat this proceiks until absolutely di-y.

String Rearm

String beans are hung up to dry and kept for winteuse.

METHOD (H" WORK.

If possible, let, each girl can a jar of vegetables or fruit. for her own
home. If the class is large, let girls work in groups of two or three.

Begin the lesson- with a very brief discussion of how to prepare
fruits for canning.

Let the girls proceed with the practical work as quickly as possible.
Demonstrate the method of filling and,sealing the jars.

Assign the care of the jars and the intermittent Calming on suc-
ceeding days to members of the class and hold them responsible
for the cnqletion of the work.

The drying of some vegetables can be undertaken at school and
carefully followed from day to day. It will give the girls an inter-
esting problem.

LESSON V. FATS AND OILS: VEGETABLES(continued)..

Preparation of White Sauce toServe with Vegetables. How to Boil, Season,and Serve such Vegetables as Lima or Butter Beans, String Beans, Cow-peas, Onions, Okra, Cabbage, Collards, Corn, Beets, Turnips, or Carrots.

SUBJECT MATTER.

Fats and ails.Butter and cottonseed oil belong to the class of
foodstuffs known as fats and oils. They increase' the fuel yoke
of those dishes to which they are added.

Fats supply heat and energy to the body in concentrated form.
For this reason they should be used in limited quantity.. Fats
undergo several changes during the process of digestion, and the
excessive use of fat interferes with the digestion of-other foods and
throws a large amount of work upon the digestive organs. Cooked,
fats arc more difficult for-the digestive organs to useithan uncooked

-fats. Other foods cooked with the hotfat are rendered difficult, of
digestion.

,Vegetablfs.Vegetables should be usbd when in season, as they
are always cheapest and at their best.then.- They keep best if in n-a
cold, dry, and dark place.

. It is necessary to cook most vegetables, because they contain
cellulose and raw starch, which are indigestible. In old or exceed-
ingly lake vegetable.; the cellulose may be very tough; hence long.
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cooking is neceasary. They should be cooked only until they are
tender. Longer cooking may destroy .the flavor, render the vege-
table difficult of digestion, and ,cause the color to. change. In very
young vegetables the cellulose is delicate, and if young vegetables do
not contain much starch they may be eaten raw.

When cooked vegetable; are served they are usually seasoned
and dressed with butter or oil (for one cup vegetables use teaspoon
salt, A teaspoon pepper, and tablespoon fat or oil), or a sauce is
prepared to serve them.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

It may be well to have a preliminary lesson devoted to the simple
experiments with &Ur, liquid, and fat, in order to determine the
best method of combining white sauce. However,- if the lesson,
period is of sufficient length a few of these experiments can be per-
formed in connection with the lesson..

There should be provided for the lesson- some vegetable that
is improved by serving with white sauce, and sufficient milk, butter,
or other fat, flour, and salt for the sauce and the experiments. Dis-
cuss with the children the fat that is used in their homes in order
to knOw what is availabie.

'l'lu recipes should be written on the blackboard before the lesson
hour..

RECIPES.

Cou,lieas.

Cowpeas should be cooked soon after gathering, in order to preServe their
fine flavor. -Cook the green cowpeas (in pod or shelled) in hailing salted water until
tender. Season And serve. Dried cowpeas should be soaked over night. (seven or
'eight hours), then boiled till tender. After absorbing water the dried cowpeas will
have increased in size until each cup Makes nearly two and one-half cups of cooked

'peas.
Okra.

The young pods of okra should be boiled in salted water until tender (about. 20
minutes), drain4 and seasoned with butter, salt, and pepper. Cream can be added
ii desired.

(.01/anis.

After washing collards thoroughly, add to a large amount of rapidly boiling water,
and boil for 15 or 20 Minutes or until perfectly tender. Season with salt, pepper, and

. butter or serve with white sauce.

Stewed Onions.

I quart onions. 2 tablespoons, butter.
cup milk. } teasiii-xm salt.

White pepper.
Peel onions under cold water. Cook until tender in boiling water (95 to 60 minutes),

changing the water at the end 01 5 minutes and again in 10 minutes. Do not *cover
the kettle while the onions are boiling. Drain, and serve with one cup white sauce,'
or add milk, butter, and pepper, cook 15 minutes, and just before serving add salt.
Serves six.
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t'abba9e.

rut cabbage into quarters and soak-one-half hour in cold salt water to draw outinsects. ('hop and cook till tender in a tarp amount of boiling water 20 minutes,Add :alt. Leave kettle ,ocovered. Drain and serve iith butter, salt. and pepperor with sauce. Longer cooking renders the cabbage dark iu color and difficult ofdigest ion.
('arrots. ,

Scrape the carrots and cut them into large dice or slit es. Add to boiling salted
water and boil until tender from 30 to 45 minutes). Drain and season with butter,

and pepplbr, or serve with White sauce.

.4 ,String Beans.

String the beans if neteary and cut. them into 2-inch lengths. Add to boilingwater. boil rapidly with the cover partially off of the saucepan for from one to threehours, but be 'careful not to overcook: Turn into a colander and let cold water runupon them. Reheat witseasonings of salt. pepper. and butter or white sauce.
Salt pork may be boiled with the beans to give them added flavor.
See Farmers' Bulletin No. 250, "The preparation of vegetables for the table."

Erprriments to sham nature of starrh.

1. Mix cup cold water quickly with 1 tablespoon !Pour. let stand,2. Mix cup cold water very slowly with I tablespoon flour. I...et stand. Comparewith No. 1.
3. Mix cup cold water very slowly with nablespbo sugar. la.t stand., Com-pare with No. 2.
4. Mix 3 cup cal water very slowly with I 'tablespoon fluor, heat, stirring con-stantly. Observe result.
5. Heat 3 cup water; when boiling add 1 tablespoon flour all at once. Stir.heat 3 cup water; when boiling-add 1 tablespoon flour which has been rubbedsmooth by slOwly adding 2 tablespoons cold water to it. Compare with No. 4.
7. Heat 3 cup water; when boiling add 1 tables-ix ion flout which has been rubbedsmooth with 1 tablespoon creamed butter.
8. Heat 1 tablet:pm butter, add I tablespoon flour, then add-slowly 3 cup boilingwater, stirring c Alstantly.
9. Heat i*cup water; when boiling add slowly to 1 tablespoon flour which has beenthoroughly mixed with cup sugar. Stir, till thickened.
10. Beat 1 tablespoon dry flour in tryitig pan. Taste. Slowly add 3 cup toldwater, then heat,.stirring to keep smooth.-.. Taste. Compare with No. 4.

White Sauce.

2 tablespOons hutter"or other fat.. I teaspoon salt.
2 tablespoons flour. teaspoon pepper.
1 cup milk (heated).

.. --
Sufficient for I pintregetabits.

First method, float 'the butter. When it bubbles add flour and seasoning, mix.*well, add hot milk gradually, stir constantly, and allow the mixture to thicken andbubble each time befoul adding another portion of milk.
After the milk has been added, cook 10 minutes, stirring frequently. Servo hot .Over hot vegetables.
Second inelhod.Scald the milk, cream the cold butter by stirring with a spoonuntil soft. Add the flour to the softened butter and stintil smooth.; then 'Id h_ atmilk;. cook over water for thour, stirring occasionally; ilia seasoning and'sery
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Third method.Seald one-half the milk; aild remainingcold milk slowly to flour;
stir this mixture into hot milk and cook 3 hour over water, stirring occasionally; then
add seasoning and butter and stir until butter is melted. Serve.

METHOD OF WORK.

Review facts on boiling vegetables learned in previous lesson.
.1Inve pupils put water on to boil and prepare vegetable for cooking.
If experiments are to be made, they can bo performed while vege-
tables are cooking. If they havo been prepared previously, they
can be reviewed in discussion at this time; Prepare white sauce by
demonstration, using the method which seems most practical.
Ilave vegetables drained, dried, and added to white sauce. When
well-floated, serve.

Qum! jam.

N1 hat facts regarding the boiling of vegetables did we learn in the last lesson?
Does the vegetable that. we are to cook to-day differ in any marked way from those

we conked before? ean we follOw the same rule in cooking it?
ean we add the flour directly to the cold milk? To hot milk?
'Bow shall we combine -the White. sauce?
With what. other vegetables mil white saute be used?
Mime assignment.-- -Each pupil should prepare some vegetable and serve it with

white sauce before the next lesson.

LESSON VI. CEREALS.

Kinds, Composition, Care, and General Rules for Cooking Cereals. Oat-
meal, Cracked Wheat, Hominy Grits, Corn-meal Mush, Rice. Fruits to
Sere with'CerealsStewed Prunes, Stewed Apples, or Apple Sauce.

SUBJECT MATTER.

The term "cereals" is
and

to the cultivated grassesrice,
wheat, corn, rye, oats, and buckwheat.- They are widely grown
hroughout the temperate zone and are prepared in varied forme for

use as food. Cereals contain a high per cent of starch and a low per
cent of water, with varying proportions of mineral matter and fat.
In addition to these four foodstuffs already stfidied, cereals contain
'a small amount of another fOodStuff known as protein, a muscle-
building material. For the most part the cereals contain a large
amount of cellulose, which is broken up during the process of prepara-
tion for market and requires long cooking before ready for use by the
body. The digestibility of the cereals depends Upon the amount of
cellulose which they. contain and the thoroughness of cooking.
Cereals are palatable and they are valuable because they can be
blended in various ways with oher'substances in cooking. They. are
beneficial to the body because they act mechanically on the digestive
organs to stimultites,them. The cereal is made more attactivo by
serving' a fresh or coo-iced fruit as an accompaniment.
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PRELIMINARY PLAN.

The cereals should be discussed in a nature study or geography
lesson, and two or three kinds that are commonly used should be
brought from the homes by the girls. If cereals are not commonly
used as breakfast foods, the lesson can be a means of introducing
them. Some girls should bring. a little milk and sugar to serve with
the cooked cereal. Apples or prunes should be brought to cook and
serve with the cereal.

3 cups boiling water.
1 teaspoon salt.

Add oatmeal slowly to boiling salted water.
Roil 10 minutes, stirring constantly, then cook slowly, .preferably over water, atleast one and one-half hours longer; the flavor is developed by }ringer cooking.

Serves six.
Cracked Wheat.

Follow. recipe for oatmeal, using 1 cup cracked wheat.

Hominy Grits.

FollswrIgipe for oatmeal, using 1 cup hominy grits.

Corn-meal Mush.
4 cups boiling water. 1 cup corn meal.
1 teaspoon salt.

Add corn meal slowly to boiling salted water.
Boil 10 minutes, stirring constantly, then cook slowly throe hours longer, preferably

over water. Serves 6 to 8.

RECIPES.

Oatmeal.

1 cup oatmeal.

Boiled Rice.

3 quarts boiling water.- 1 cup rice.
2 teaspoons salt.

Pick rice over carefully and wash thoroughly. Add it so gradually to the boiling
salted water that the water will not stop boiling. Partiyebver and cook 20 minutes,
or until the grains are soft; turn into a colander and pour cold water through it, drain,
dry, and reheat in hot oven with door open. Serve hot as a vegetable or isa simple
dessert with cream and sugar. Serves 0 to 8.

Stewed Prunes.
1 pound prunes. . 1 quart cold water.

Wash the prunes.in two or three waters, then soak them in cold water for several
hours. Heat them in the water in whiCh they are soaked itnd cook slowly until
tender, an hour or more. Serves 6 to 8.

Stewed Apples.
10 apples.
1 cup water.

Cook sugar and water together until it boils.
Wash, pare, and cut apples into quarters; core, and slice quarters lengthwise into. j-inch slices; put.apple slices into baling sirup and cook slowly until tender. Re-Move from sirup at once and let sirup boil' down to thiekeq.

cup sugar:
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Apple Sauce.

10 apples. cup sugar.
1 cup water.

Wipe, quarter, core, and pare sour apples; add the water and cook until apples
begin to soften; add the sugar and flavoring, cook until apples are very soft, then
press through'a strainer and beat well. Serves 8 to 10.

See Farmers' Bulletins: No. 249, Cereal Breakfast Foods; No. 565, Corn Meal as.a
Food and Ways of Using It. United States Department of 'Agriculture, Bulletin, 123.
Professional Papef, Extension course in Vegetable Foods. Supt. of Documentl,
Government Printing (Ace, Washington, b. C.

METHOD OF WORK.

As soon as the class meets discuss the recipes briefly and put the
welds on to cook at once. Prepare the fruit. While the long codk-
ing of the cereal is in progress discuss the composition, food value,
and methods of using cereals. Then go on with another lesson and
call the class together for serving later in the day. Serve the fruit
and cereals together.

LESSON VII. CLASSIFICATION OF FOODS (Reviewed).

SUBJECT. MATTER

Those foods which build up and repair the tissues of the body are
called protein foods, muscle builders, or flesh formers. Meat, fish,
poultry, eggs, cheese, milk, cereals, legumes, and. nuts are classed as
protein foods.

Those foods which serve solely as fuel for the bodyproviding heat
and energyare classed under two groups: The carbohydrates (sugar
and starches), which the body is. able to use in relatively large quan-
tities; and the fats 'and oils, which the body can not use in such
large quantities, but whicil yield a large amount of heat and energy.
-Protein also serves as fuel, though tissue building is regarded as its-
special function. Sugars and starches are abundant in fruits and
vegetable's. Fats and oils are found in meats, fish, milk, ilnd in some
veg'etable foods. Heat-giving food may be stored in the body as
fatty tissue.'

Mineral compounds must be present in our food to help ill the reg-
illation of the body processes and to enter into the composition of
the structure and the fluids of the body. Mineral compounds are
best supplied by the fresh green yegeiablo3, fruits, and milk. .

Water is absolutely .essential to the body and is present in large
quantity in many foods, and is combined with many -other foods
during the processes of cooking.

One or more of the foodstuffs sometimes predominate in a single
food. For example, rice is almost entirely carbohydrate; buttek'
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almost pure fat. Occasionally we find a food-that contains all the
five groups of food principles. Milk is an example of such a food
and milk contains all five food principles in such proportion as to
supply all the nourishment which the baby needs during the early
months of its life. As the baby grows older, foods rich in carbohy-
drates must be added to the diet in order to supply a sufficient
amount of energy for activity. Wheat contains all that the body
needs for nourishment except for the absence of water. This lack is
usually remedied by the addition of water when cooking.

Meats.
Fish.
Poultry.
Eggs.
Cheese.
Milk.
Cereals.

Wheat.
Oatmeal.
Rye.

Legumes.
Peas.
Beans.
Lentils.

+Peanuts.
Nuts.

Cream.
Butter.
Lard.
Pat meats.
Fish.
Salad oil.
Nuts.
Chocolate.

Protein/bock.

Pat foods.

Carbohydrate foods.
Sugar.
Honey.
Syrup.
Winter vegetables.

Potatoes.
Parsnips, etc.

Cereal preparations.
Meals.
Flours, etc.

Fruits..
Prepared foods.

Bread.
Crackers.
Macaroni.
Jellies.
Dried fruits.
Candy.

Foods rich in mineral mattm

Fruits.
Vegetables.

Spinach.
Tomatoes.
Onions.
Turnip tops.
Cauliflower.

Cereals.
Grits and other coarse preparations.

Choice of food.--Our diet must be carefully chosen to give a needed
variety and to properly combine the foods so.tliat we may have the
right amount of all the foodstuffs. Each meal should contain slime
protein food, some fats or carbohydrates, some mineral matter, and
water. All five forms of foodstuffs mus occur in the day's diet.
The greater part of the water which the ody needs should be taken
between meals.

See Farmers' Bulletin,: No. 142, Principles of nutrition and nutritive value of
'food; No. 712, School lunches; No. 808, How to select foods. No. I, What the body
needs.
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METHOD OF WORK.

Review the foods discussed in the previous lessons and sum up
the classification of foods, being sure that the pupils can name com-
mon examples of each. Discuss simple combinations for the differ-
ent, meals, using dishes already prepared in the course and cleating
an interest in other recipes to be prepared in the succeeding lessons.

LESSON VIII. THE PLANNING AND SERVING OF MEALS.
SUBJECT MATTER.

Experience has shown that some foods are more acceptable at one
time of day than other foods, and that foods are more pleasing in
certain combinations than in others. The choice of food will also
dcpt'd upon the season of the year. For example, a breakfast is
made up of simple foods that are not highly seasoned nor subjected
to elaborate methods of cooking. A fruit, a cereal, and bread, with
possibly eggs or meat, are served at breakfast. A beverage, usually
hot, is`ajdded to breakfast by most people.

Fundamentally, dinner consists of a hot meat or other protein dish
with one or two vegetables. Soup, salad, and a sweet dessert are
often served with the dinner. The soup is served before the meat
course and the salad and dessert follow the meat course. The dessert
may be a fruit, a cooky, or other pastry, a pudding or a frozen dish.'

Lunch or supper may be a very simple meal, consisting of a soup
with crackers, one protein dish (eggs, milk, or meat) with bread and
stewed fruit, or a salad with a simple dessert.

EXAMPLES OF WELL-CHOSEN MENUS.
Breakfast.

No. I. Apple sauce. Hominy or oatmeal.
Sausage or bacon. Milk toast.

No. II. Baked apples. Cracked wheat.
Eggs in the shell. Corn muffins.

No. III. Stewed figs or berries. Cornmeal mush.
Poached eggs.' Toast..

Dinner.
No. I. Pork chops, Pried apples. Mashed turnips.

Baked sweet potatoes. Bread.
Rice pudding. .

No. II. Beef or mutton stew. Spinach or turnip tops.
Biscuits. ' Cornstarch pudding.

No. III. Baked 'beans or cowpeas. Creamed 'cabbage or collards.
Fried sweet potatoes. Corn dodgers.

Grape sauce.

1

Supper.
No. I. Egg corn pone. Buttermilk or sweet milk.

Stewed apricots or other fruit, Peanut cookies.
No. II. Omelet. Creamed potatoes. Corn bread.

Fresh fruit.
No. III. Crown of carrot soup. Cottage cheese.

Biscuits. Sirup.
See Farmers' Bulletins: No. 717, Food fog young children; No. 808, How to select

foods; No. I, What the body needs.

I Eggashould be omitted from the breakfast menu If they are not easily. obtainable.
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The table should always he neatly set with individual place
arranged for each one who is to partake of the meal. ,Each place should
be wide enough for a plate with a knife and spoon at the right and a
fork, at the left. A tumbler should 'be placed at the point of the
knife and a napkin at the left of the fork! Everything placed on the
table should be perfectly clean, the napkin should be neatly folded,
and all the articles should be uniformly arranged to give a neat ap-
pearance to the table.. A flower. or plant in the center of the table
will add to its attractiveness. Silt, pepper, sugar, vinegar; and any-
thing of the sort that may he needed'with the meal should he arranged
near the 'center of the table where it can be easily reached. Fresh
water should be poured into the tumblers just before the meal is
served. The bread, butter, etc., can be placed on the table several
minutes before the meal is announced, but the hot dishes should- be
placed immediately before the family is seated.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

If Lesson VI, entitled "Setting and Clearing the Table" (as out-
lined in the course on the care of the home), has been given, this les-
son can be devoted to what to serve and bow to serve it, or this les-
son can precede the lesson on table service. The manner of serving
can be demonstrated in the next lesson in connection with the Course
in the care of the home.

Simple equipment for family service will he required if the form of
serving is to be taken up. For class practice a table,for four can be
arranged. This will necessitate a table cover, five or more dinner
plates, four butter dishes or plates, four tumblers, four cups and
saucers, four knives, four forks, four teaspoons, four napkins, a platter,
one serving spoon, and one serving fork.

METHOD OF WORK.

Discuss meal service both from the standpoint of .choice and com-
bination of foods and from the method of service. Have the class
plan one meal, then go through the form of serving that meal at a
table. In the absence of a table the top of the desks can be used for a
table. Later in' the course the teacher should plan to combine this
lesson with a cooking lesson and have the food served. In each cook-
ing lesson suggestions for the service of the food should be made and
each' cooked dish should be carefully served.. Interest in this lesson
maybe increased by allowing the children to make original menus,
and if they are having sonic lessons in drawing, simple menu cards
may be planned and executed.
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LESSON IX. MILK.

Care, Cost, and Food Value of Milk. Value and Use of Sour Milk Cot-
tage Cheese, Clabber. Rice or Cornstarch Pudding {Plain, Caramel, or
Chocolate).

SUBJECT MATT7.R.

Milk contains all the foodstuffs which the, body requires, and them-
=44ire is capable of sustaining life for comparatively long periods. Ii;

is one of the most important protein foods, but it contains so small-a
per cent of carbohydrate (milk sugar) that for the adult it must be
supplemented with carbohydrate foods. For the baby, milk is a per-
fect food, and it is a valuable adjunct to the diet of all children.
One quart of milk should be allowed for the diet of each child daily
after the twelfth month. The diet of the adult can well be supple-
mented by the use of milk. The greatest care should be exercised to
protect milk from dust and dirt, for it is easily contaminated and may
be the moans of carrying disease germs to the body. The changes
which milk undergoes when souring do not render it harmful to the
hr_ly. For many people buttermilk is more easy of digestion than
sweet milk, be'causeorthe changes produced bysouring and the absence
of fat. Sour milk is of value' in cooking, producing a tender bread
which can readily be made light by the addition of sodaone teaspoon
of soda to 1 pint of sour milk that has clabbered.

In the preparation of cheese, the whey is separtited from the curds,
thtis extracting most of the water, sugar, and salts, and leaving a sub-

AP-
stance rich in protein and fat. Cheese is of value in cooking, for it
Increases the food value of those foods to which it is added.

59

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

The teacher should make inquiries a few days in advance to be sure
that 1 quart of sour milk can be secured, and when it is brought,
she should examine it to see that it is in proper condition to make cot-
tage cheese. She should arrange to have about 1 quart of sweet
milk brought and such other supplies as are necessary for the pudding.

Opportunity can be found to discuss the use of left-over cereal by
the preparation of the rice pudding, if the teacher provides some cold
cooked rice for the lesson. In the absence of cold rice, the corn-
starch pudding can be prepared.

RECIPES.

Cottage Cheese.

Heat sour milk slowly until the whey rises to the top, pour the whey off, put the
curd in a bag and let it drip for six, hours without squeezing. Put the curd into
bowl and break fine with a wooden spoon; season with salt, and mix into a paste with
a little cream or butter. Mold into balls, if desired, and keep in a cold place. (It is
best when fresh.)-

See Farmer's Bulletin No. 363, The Use of Milk as Food; No. 487, Cheese and its
Economical Uses in the Diet.
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Rice Pudding.

cup sugar.
teaspoon salt. 14.

teaspoon vanilla.

Scald the milk and add the rice, hoat until rice is soft; add well-beaten yo::
eggs, sugar, and salt.; cook three minutes, over water; remove from fire; add the well-
beaten whites and flavoring, and serve cold. Serves 8.

cup boiled rice.
2 cups. milk.
2 eggs.

Cornstarch Pudding.

cup sugar. 3 cups milk.
5 tablespoons cornstarch, or cup

flour. 1 egg.
1 teaspoon vanilla, or other flavoring.

Combine sugar and cornstarch thoroughly. Add one cup cold milk and stir until
smooth. Heat remainder of the milk, add cornstarch mixture slowly and stir until
it begins to thicken. -Continue cooking over hot water 20 minutes. Beat egg well,
add hot pudding slowly, strain, and cool. Serve with milk or cream and sugar. (Egg
may be omitted, if desired.) Serves 8.

For chocolate cornstarch pudding, use i cup sugar additional and two squares
Baker's chocolate. Melt chocolate carefully, add sugar, and add to cornstarch mix-

'Lure.

For caramel cornstarch pudding, use two cups brown sugar and one cup boiling
water. Heat sugar until it becomes a light-browliquid; add boiling water and stir
until sugar is all dissolved. Let cool; then add to cornstarch mixture.

M.T110D OF WORK.

As soon as class meets demonstrate the method of making cottage
cheese. Show §eparation of curd and whey by. additig vinegar or
lemon juice to sweet milk. While cheese is draining, make assign-
ments and have the rice or cornstarch pudding Made.

Emphasize the use of protein foods in this leSson and in those fol-
lowing. . .

Discuss food value of milk and its use in cooking. Discuss the
food value and purposes for which skimmed milk and sour. milk can
be used in cooking.

Use the cottage these and the p dding for the school lunch.

LESSON X. S PS.

Cream Soups. Cream of carrot, potato, or onion soup, green pea soup or
cowpca Cup. \Toast, croutons, or crisp crackers to serve with soup.

SUBJECT MATTER.

Cream soups. T h e strained pulp of cooked vegetables, greens, or
cereals, with an equal portion of thin white sauce, is the basis for
cream soups.

A binding of butter and flour is used to prevent a separation of the
thicker and the thinner parts of soup. This is combined as for white
sauce and poured into the rest of the hot liquid just before the soup
is to be served.. The soup should not be allowed to boil after the
vegetable pulp and milk have been combined, but kept hot over hot
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water. The acid present in nearly all vegetables is very apt to pro-
duce a curdling in the milk if too high a tempeiature is maintained
after they are combined.

Two tablespoons of flour to each quart of soup is a good propor-
tion to observe for thickening all vegetable soups that are not of a
starchy nature; half that amount will be sufficient for soup prepared
from a very starchy vegetable.

Attractive cream soups can be prepared from left-over vegetables
and a combination of flavors rnay give good results.

Acivmpaniments.-----Crisp crackers, croutons, soup sticks, or bread
sticks are served as accompaniments with cream soups and are valua-
ble because they necessitate thorough mastication, flit's inducing. the
flow of the saliva and aiding in the digestion of the starchy ingredients
of the soup.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

The teacher should secure a vegetable that the girls have for use
in their own homes as a basis for the soup, and crackers or bread to
serve .with the soup.

If dried p'eas are used, they should be put to soak the night before
and put on to cook early in the morning.

It will be well to have the cooking of the carrots begun before the
lesson period. If the carrots are cut up in small pieces, they will
cook more quickly.

RECIPES.'

Cream of Carrot Soup.
I pint carrots, sliced.. 1* quarts hot milk.
2 tablespoons butter. 2 teaspoons salt.
.1 tablespoons flour. I teaspoon pepper.

Cook carrots until very tender in enough boiling water tocover, then rub all through
a strainer with a wooden spoon P

Heat butter, add flour and then the carrot mixture, and when it boils well, add hot
milk and seasonings. Serye at once. Serves 6.

Cream of Potato Soup.
1 pint milk or milk and water. 1 tablespoon flour.
2 teaspoons chopped onions. 1 teaspoon salt.
:i potatoes. * teaspoon pepper.

- 1 tablespoon butter. 2 teaspoons chopped parsley.
Heat the milk over hot water. Add the chopped onions. Boil the potatoes until

soft; drain, mash, and add the hot milk. Strain. Melt the butter, add the flour and.
seasonings and the potato mixture slowly. Cook 5 minutes; add the chopped paisley
and serve at once. Serves 4.

3 large onions.
3 tablespoons butter.

cup flour.

Chop or slice onions, add the hot butter, and fry to a red brown. Add flour and
seasonings and cook until slightly brown. Add hot liquid and cook to a creanly
consistency. Strain, reheat, and serve.,. Serves 8.

Cream of Onion Soup.

2 teaspoons salt.
it teaspoon pepper.
1 quart milk or water.
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1 pint or 1 can peas.
1 quart water.
1 pint milk or cream.
2 tablespoonS butter.

Green Pea Soup.

2 tablespoons flour.
3 teaspoon salt.
T'( totespoon white pepper.
3 teaspoon sugar.

Wash the peas and cook until soft in one quart of boiling water. Mash them in the
water in which they were cooked, strain, and add the milk or cream; melt butter, add
flour and seasoning, then the liquid, and cook until of creamy consistency. If the
peas ate fresh, some of the pods may he cookyd with them. Serves 8.

Pea Soup.
1 cup split peas or cowpeas. 3 tablespoons flour.
21i quarts water. 15 teaspoons salt.
2 tablespoons chopped onion. it teaspoon pepper.
3 tablespoons butter. . 1 pint milk.

Wash the peas and soak .them over night in cold water; drain and rinse thoroughly;
. add 25 quarts of cold water and the onion; cook slowly until soft; rub through a strainer
and add the remainder of the liquid; melt butter, add flour and seasonings,-then.hot
milk with lie liquid from the peas, and cook until it is like thick cream. Cooking a
ham bone with the soup improves the flavor. Serves 6 to 8.

Toast.

Cut stale bread into slices one-fourth inch thick; put on the toaster or fork, move
gently over the heat until dry, then brown by placing nearer the heat, turning con-
-stantly. Bread may be dried in oven before toasting; . !Jot. milk may be poured
over dry toast.

Croutons.

Cut stale bread into one-half-inch cubes and brown in the oven.

Crisp Crackers.

Put crackers in overt for a few minutes ur split and butter thick crackers and brown
in a hot oven; serve with soup.

METHOD OF 'WORK.

Devote a few minutes to a discussion of cream soups and a review
of the cooking of vegetables and white sauce.

Divide the work among the members of the class, assigning enough
to each girl to keep her busy and arranging the work so that the
soup and its accompaniments will he ready for serving at the same
time.

LESSON Xl. EGOS.

Food value and general rules for cooking eggs. Cooked in shell, poached,
scrambled, and omelet.

% SUBJECT MATTER.'

Eggs are a very valuable' food because of the large amount of
protein and fat they contain. Though lacking in carbohydrates, they
furnish material' for building up the muscles and provide heat and
energy to the body. If cooked at a low temperature, eggs are very
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easily and very completely digested. Cdnibined with other foods they
serve as thickening (for sauces and soups) and as a means of making
batters light (popovers and sponge cake). They add flavor and color'
and increase the nutritive value of other foods.

we Farners' Bulletin No. 128, Eggs and their Uses as Food.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

. The lesson on eggS furnishes, one of the best opportunities to teach
the muscle-building foods. If eggs are scarce, it may be well to give this
lesson at some other time in the course. Each pupil should be asked
to bring an egg; one or two should bring a little milk; and enough
bread shouldbe provided to toast for the poached eggs. The teacher
should not undertake to give too many recipes in this lesson, but
should try to acquaint the girls with a sufficient variety of ways of
cooking eggs to make egg cookery interesting. A moderate tempera-
ture for cooking dggs should be emphasized.

RECIPES.

Soft-Cooked Eggs.

Put the eggs in boiling water sufficient to cover, remove from the fire, cover, and
allow them4o stand from 5 to 8 minutes.

Hard Cooked Eggs.

Put the eggs in cold water, heat, and when the warner boils, reduce heat and let them
ruffil 20 minutes with water just below the boiling point, then put into cold water.

' Poached Eggs.

Break each egg into a saucer carefully, slip the egg into boiling water; decrease
heat, and cook 5 minutes or until the white is firm, and a film has formed over the
yolk. Take up with a skimmer, drain, trim off rough edges, and serve on slices of ,
to L.-;t.. Season.

Poached eggs are attractive covered with white sauce to which chopped parsley
has been added.

Baked eggs.

Line a buttered baking dish with buttered bread crumbs, break eggs in dish without
svarating, add one tablespoon milk or cream for each egg. Season with salt and
popper, and sprinkle with grated cheese, if desired; or the dish may be lined with
cold washed potatoes. Bake in a moderate oven until eggs are set.

3 hard cooked eggs.
1 cup mediuM white --nee.

Prepare white s^:uce and add hard cooked eggs cut in_halves, sliced, or.chopped,
and when hot servo on toast.

Or separate whites and yolks, chop whites fine, add to white,sauce, and when hot
serve on toast and garnish with yolks run through sieve or ricer. Season with salt
and pepper. Serves 4 to 6.

Creamed Eggs.

6 slices toast.
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Creamy Omekt.

I egg. Pepper.
tea.sp)on butter.teaspoon. salt.

1 tablespoon milk.

Beat egg slightly, add milk and seasonings; put buttiT in hot omelet pan, when
melted turn in the mixture; as it cooks draw the edges toward the center until the
who.le is of a creamy consistency; brown quickly underneath fold and turn onto a
hot platter. Serve at once. Serves 1.

Scrambled Eggs.

Double the quantity of milk given for creamy omelet and stir all the time while
cooking

Foamy Omelet.'

1 egg. 1 tablespoon milk or water.
4 teaspoon salt. teaspoon butter.
Cayenne or white pepper.

Beat the yolk of the egg until creamy, add seasoning and milk; beat the white
until stiff, but not dry, cut and fold into the yolk carefully; heat an omelet pan, nib,
bottom and sides- wills the butter, turn in the omelet, spread it evenly on tho pan.
Cook gently over heat until omelet is set and evenly browned underneath; put it
into a hot oven for a few minutes to (try slightly on top: fold and serve immediately.
Serves 1.,

METHOD OF WORK.

Devote one-half the class 'period to it discussion of the structure
of the egg and the effect of heat upon it. 1.1se simple experimen'ts or
watch the poached egg to miike a study of the changes produced in
the egg by heat. If girls are sufficiently experienced, have them
work together in small groups, first scrambling an .egg, then making
an omelet. Demonstrate the cooking of the omelet before the entire
class. Serve the egg dishes carefully while hot.

LESSON XII. SIMPLE DESSERTSCUSTARDS.

SUBJECT MATTER.

A custard is a combination of .eggs and milk, usually sweetened
and flavored and either steamed or baked,as cup custard, or cooked
in a double boiler as soft custard. The whole 'egg may be used or
the yolks alone. The yolks make a smoother, richer custard.

The egg must be thoroughly mixed, but not beaten light, the sugar
and salt added and the milk scalded and stirred in slowly. The
custard must be strained through a fine sieve:and cooked at a moder-
ate temperature. It is desirable to strain a custard in order to
remove the bits membrane present from about the yolk. /The
cup custard shou be strained before, cooking, the soft custard may
be strained after king.

'The omelet recipes given are for individual portions.' To make a large omelet,-multIply quantity of
each ingredient by number of eggs used. The best results will be obtained by making an omelet of not
more than four eggr; as larger omelets are difficult to cook thoroughly and to handle Wren. A two4ggomelet will serve three people. A four-egg omelet will serve six people.
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A soft custard is cooked over water andris.stirred constantly until

done. When done, the froth- disappears from the surface, the cus-
taill is thickened and coats the spoon and sides of the pan, and there
is no sign of curdling. If the custard is cooked' too long, it becomes
curdled~ If a custard becomes curdled, put it into a pan of cold
water and beat until smooth.

A steamed.or baked custard is done when it becomes sot, and when
a silver knife-will come out clean after cutting it.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

This lesson will furnish opportunity for review of milk and eggs.
The pupils can plan to bring the necessary materials from theirhomes.

RECIPES.

Steamed Custards.

1 quart milk (heated). 1 teaspoon salt.
4 eige or 10 egg yolks. 2 tablespoons caramel or
1 cup sugar. 1 teaspoon nutmeg.

Beat eggs sufficiently to mix them thoroughly; add sugar, saltrand hot milk slowly.
Strain into cups, flavor with caramel, or sprinkle nutmeg on top, and steam until

firm over gently boiling water, 20 to 30 minutes.

Baked Custards.

Prepare as steamed custards, set in pan of hot water, and bake in slow oven until
firm; 20 to 40 minutes.

Clhoeotate Custards.

Use recipe for steamed .custards, adding 1 ounce chocolate (melted) to the' hot milk.
Steam or bake as desired.

Soft Custard.

1 pint milk (heated). teaspoon salt..
egg yolks. teaspoon vanilla extract.

4 tablespoons sugar.

Beat egg yolks sufreieutly to mix them thoroughly, add sugar, salt, and hot milk
slowly. Cook over water that is boiling gently. Stir constantly until the custard
thickens. Strain. Flavor when cool.

For soft chocolate custard add 1 ounce chocolate (melted) to the hot milk. Serves 6.

Floating Island.

Uise recipe for soft.custard and when cold garnish with a meringue made according
to the following recipe:

Meringue.

4 egg whites. 1. cup powdered sugar.
Beat egg whites very light, add powdered sugar and continue beating. Drop in

laige spoonfuls on cold custard. Serves 8 to

METHOD OF WORK.

It may be possible to teach two or three recipes in this lesson.
The cup custard can be put into the oven. while the soft custard or ,
floating island is being made. Serve at the school lunch.

95619°BULL. 23-17-----5
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THREE SHORT COURSES IN HOME MAKING..

LESSON. XIII. BATTERS.

Corn Bread and tioccake.

SIZBIECt MATTER

Batters.Battert: are nitxtgres of flour or meal and a. i.id, ith
salt, ti sligar to girt% flavor but ter to. make sunder, and air ( as to
make ligi,kt

Ontb scant nieasure ois liquid is used with one Measure of fimp' for
thin or pour batter. (-hie eat ire of-liquid is used with two measures
of flour for..a. thick cake or drp hitter. One measure of liquid is
urea Ow mea§ut.es .of flour for, a. soft or bread dough .

measpre of liquid is used wit' metisuri*s.of flour ior a stiff or
pastry doligh.

Before mixing a batter tlie ()-r griddle be ot,,the 'wiper
temperature, with the fire well regulated and fin good condition. 'Tip
oven should he tested- by pufting 1'11..8 piece of vrl it aper or two
tablespootis flour whith should brown in three minutes... The Nuts
should b'e prepared by greasing..with lard, salt pork, or beef dripping.
All materials should he measured awl ready behire begimiing to eon
hhie- inf.tredieilts. -* When the batter has been combined cand beaten
until smooth it should be Ikeil At, once.

41,

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

The teiOter *ill be "letter prepared, to giy' the lessons on htittfro\
she first_aequ'aints littelf with t1u kinds d breids that are. used

in the bows- and thii methods folbmtd in thoir ii).1**ration.
simple general motbos pteparingThlitters-sboul4 be taught. Ti e
teaOler should not, attvmpt the preparation- of more than one or two
haqe-N. in the lesson. Corn bread and-hoeeake cqin 1w rnade its. t hi
same lesson situp the first is made in the oven anti the seilond e6olitql
en ft griddle on top of the stove.

a

1 cuptscaldoti
cup white corn meal.

RECIPES.

Corn Bread..

1 teaspoon salt.

Add sari to corn' meal and .poser th43.milk on 'gradually. Turn, into a wellitrwexI/
fallow Ran to the depth Of one-fourth inch. Bake in a moderate_ oven until crisp.

florral-e.
I

I cup white corn meal. oteaspo nfui salt.
foiling milk or water enough to scald..

,

make the .hatter thick enough not to Apr oad whttt put on the griddle.. Greta, h i
griddle With sa4 pork, drop the mixture on 'with a tarp spoon . PM the cakes Out 01
,about hallan inch thick; cook them:slowly,:and when brown4put a bit of b de'
on the top of each cake and turn it over. Long. cooking is deRirable, but,be efu
that they. do not burn. .

a
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Discuss batters briefly. flare a.11 measurements made, .fire regu.-
lated, pans prepared, etc. Demonstrate combining of corn breaa,
put, it in the oven, andxhile it is cooking demonstrate combining
and cooking of hoeeake. Serve the breads nicely after they are
cooked...

LESSON XI V. BATTERS (continuedl.

Egg Corn Pone or Corn MuffinsBaking Powder Biscuits.

SUBJECT mArrER.

thods' of making batters light.-- Batters are made light bybeating
int them, by addiilg egg's into *hick air his Nten beaten, or by

tlit angling gas in the baiter. Gas is secured by using t4oda, and ig)ur
inilk in a batter (1 leitspoon of soda to pint of ilksour m), or soda.
witjt molasses (1 teaspoon pf soda tot cup of niolasses), or soda with
cream of Out air (1 teaspoon of soda with.2 slightly rounding teaspoons
(If cream of tartar). Tim soda should be combined. well with the
otkier dry in then the sour milk or molasses hcided, the
whole beaten U]) quickly and bilked al. once.

Baking powder is a iweparation containing soda and cream of
tort ar, anti can be used in place of soda if sweet milk is us.ed.' Two
level teaspoons of baking powder should be used with one cup Of
flours

PRELIMINARY PLAN

This lesson is a contintiation of t he-lesson on_ batters. Care should
be t ake,n not to undertake more I I) an Cali. iv done nicely in time
available,

`RECIPES.
ti

Egg corn Pone.

cup white corn meal 1. egg.
to asprxin salt. 1 pint sour milk,*
teaspoon soda. 1 tablespoon mei t\ed butter, lard, or other fat;

sweiet milk is used; omit the soda, and use 2 level teaspoons baking powder. Silt
together caremeig, salt, and soda, add the egg well beaten, then the milk and.metted
butter. Beat thoroughly, put into a shallow, well greased dish, preferably earth*
gravive, (*.iron, and bakes39 to 35 minutes in a hot oven.

Ce

eup finur.
cup ern meal.
teaspoolis bak*g powder.

I tablespoon sugar.

C0771 MI"8.

teaspocin salt.
eup milk.
egg*

2 tablivoo
*Mix and sift dylf *radiants. Add egg aid together.

otter lot. Bake in ipont as or muffin tine 2544,301sinatap. Ilervei 12.
k

Als

1.
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Baking-Powder Biscuits.
2 cups flour. 2 tablespoons fat.

. 4 teaspoons baking powder. to 1 cup milk or water.
1 teaspoon salt.

Mix dry ingredients, chop fat into ihe flour with a knife, slowly add sufficient milk
to make a dough not too soft to be handled. Toss and roll dough gently on a slightly
floured board, and cut into small biscuits. Moisten tops with a little milk. Handle
dough quickly, lightly, and as little as possible. Place on a buttered sheet. Bake
in a hot oven till brown, from 12 to 15.minutes. Either white or whole wheat flour
may be used for biscuit. Serves 6 to 8. Oven testoven should be hot enough to
color a piece of unglazed white ppm: to golden brown in one.minute.

Soda Biscuits.

1 pint flour.. teaspoon salt.
teaspoon soda (scant). 1 cup sour milk (scant).

2 tablespoons shortening ( lard or other
fat).

Proceed as.for baking-powder biscuits.
If the sour milk is not thich enough to clabber, it will not contain sufficient acid

to neutralize the soda and the liiscuits will be yellow and bitter. To avoid this,
cream of tartar can be combined with the soda (1 teaspoonful). If there is no cream
of tartar at band, it will be wise to use the recipe for baking-powder biscuits.

METHOD OF WORK.

Have oven and pans prepared and all measurements made.
Demonstrate the combining of the corn pone, and while that is
baking, demonstrate the combining of the biscuits.. Have one girl
take charge of the baking of the corn pone and another' girl take
charge of the baking of the biscuits. When the breads are done,
have the girls sit dc;wn and serve them to one another, or to all the

,pupils at the school lunch hour.

LESSON XV. MEAT.

Composition and food value. Now to make tough cuts of meat palatable.
Pork chops with fried apples. Beef or mutton stew with vegetables and
dumplings. Rabbit stew. Bacon.

SUBJECT MATTER.

Meats are rich in protein and usually in fats, but are lacking in
thou' carbohydrates. They build up the muscular tissue, furnish
heat and energy, are more stimulating and strengthening than any
other food, and satisfy hunger fo.r a greater length of lime. For the
most part, meats are a very expensive food. One can not perform
more labor by use of a meat diet than on a diet of vegetable fbods.
Those who use large quantities of Meat in their diet suffer from
many disturbanCes of the system. Hence, meats should form a
Very small part of the diets The cuts of meat that come from those
portions, of the animal's body that are much exercised are tough,
owing to the development of the fibers, but they Contain a high per.
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certage of nutrition. Theflesh of.chickens, turkeys, and other fowls
is very nutritious and is easily digested, if not too fat. In the older
birds it may become very tough.

The flavor of meats is developed by cooking. Dry heat develops
the best flavor, hence the tender cuts are cooked by the processes
known as broiling and roasting. Tough cuts of meat requirellong,
slow cooking in moist heat, hence they are prepared in the form of
stews and pot, roasts or used in meat soups.

PRELIMINARY LESSON.

After the teacher lias found out what meats. are used in the homes
or what they can afford to use, she should determine upon -a recipe
that will help to make the meat palatable, digestible, and attractive.
If it can be prepared as a stew, she should use a recipe in which
vegetables are also used, and if possible have dumplings prepared to
servo with the meat, as a review of the lesson on battprs.

RECIPES.

Beef or Mutton Stew.

4 potatoes, cut in i-inch slices.
1 teaspoon salt.
1 teaspoon pepper.

cup flour.
I cup cold water.

2 lbs. beef or mutton.
1 quart water.
Salt, pepper, flour to dredge.
1 onion, cut in slices.

cup turnip, cut in dice.
cup carrot, cut in dice.

Remove fat and cut the meat into 1-inch pieces. Reserve half of the best pieces
of meat, put the rest of a meat and the bone into cold water, soak for one hour, then
heat until it bubbles. 4Reason half the raw meat and roll it in the flour; melt the fat
in a frying pan, remove the scraps, brown ,the sliced onion, and then the floured meat
in the hot fat; add both td the stew and cook for two hours at a low temperature.
'l'o this add the vegetables and cook one -half hour, then add the flour and seasonings,
which have been mixed with one-half cup cold water, and cook for one-half hour
longer until the meat and vegetables are tender. Remove the bone from stew and
serve. Serves 6 to 8.

Rabbit.

If beef and mutton are not commonly used and are not readily obtainable, but
rabbit can be secured, substitute rabbit for beef in the stew. After the rabbit has
been thoroughly cleaned, cut up in eight pieces (four leg and four body pieces), season,
and dredge with flour, brown in fat and proceed as with beef stew.

e Dumplinga.
2 cups flour. 2 tablespoons fat (lard or butter).
4 teaspoons baking powder. 1 cup milk or waterlabout).

teaspoon salt. .
Sift dry ingredients together, cut in the butter, and add milk gradually to make

a soft, dough. Roll out on a floured board, cut with a biscuit cutter, lay on top of
meat in stew pan (they should not sink into the liquid), cover kettle closely, keep
stew boiling, and cook dumplings 10 minutes without remdving lid. (Do not put
dumplings in to cook tintil meat is tender.).
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To Cook Bacon.

Place thin slices of bacon (from which the rind has been removed)
in a hot flying pan and pour off the fat as fast as it comes att. When
the bacon is crisp, drain. on paper. Keep hot. Or lay bacon on a
rack in a baking pan and bake in a hot oven until crisp.

Pork Chops.

Wipe the chops with a damp cloth, sprinkle with salt and pepper, place in a hot-fry-
ing pan, and cook slowly until tender and well browned on each side. Pour the fat
out of the pan as fast as it is melted.

Fried Apples,,

Wash apples and slice to the center, removing the core. Roll in flour if very juicy.
After the chops have been removed from the pan, lay the apples in and cook till

tender. Serve around the chops.

See Farmers' Bulletins No. 34, Meats: Composition and cooking; No. 391, Eco-
nomiCal use of meat in the home.

METHOD OF WORK.

If the meat is to require two or three hours' cooking, arrange to
have the lesson divided and given at two perids through the day. A
half hour before opening the mofningession or a portion of the

or noon recess may he sufficient to put the meat on to cook
and to prepare the vegetables. When the second class period is
called, the vegetables should be added to the partially cooked meat
and the dumplings 'made. It would be well to servo the completed

°dish at the lunch period. There should 'be as much discusSion of the
kinds of meat, their food value, and methods of cooking as time pe -
mits, but it may he necessary to complete these discussions at sonic
other class periods.

Should it he possible for the teacher to give additional lessons on
-meat, it may be well to devote one lesson to the preparation and
cooking of poultry, directions for which Can he easily secured from
reliable cookbooks.

LESSON XVI. BAKED PORK AND BEANS, OR BAKED cOWPEAS--CORN-.
DODGERS.

SUBJECT MATTER.

Peas, beans, and lentils, which are dried for market contain a high
percentage of protein, carbohydrate, and mineral matter. They
form an excellent Substitute for meat and are much cheaper in price.
Their digestion proceeds slowly, involving a large'amount of work;
so they are not desirable food for the sick, but are satisfactory for
those who are well and active. The dried legumes must he soaked
Overnight in water, when cooked for a long time, to soften the cellu-
lose and develop flavor.
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PRELIMINARY PLAN.

It. will be necessary to plan this lesson several days in advance if
the beans are to be baked. As they will be prepared and' put on to
bake before the lesson period, the corndodgers can be made to servewith them.

RECIPES.

Corndodgers.

2 cups fine white corn meal. teaspoon salt.
Boiling water to moisten. 2 or 3 tableepoems milk.
1 teaspoon fat . 2 eggs.
1 teaspoon sugar.

Pour boiling water over the meal so that it is all wet but not soft; add fat, itugar, salt,
and milk; when cold turd the eggs, yolks.and whites beatenisepamtely. The batter
should drop easily from the spoon, but it should not be thin enough to pour nor stiff
enough to require scraping out. It should be shaped in oval shapes on a pan that is
well greased and hissing het, and the oven should be as hot as possible. Bake untilbrown and puffy.

1 quart navy beans.
1 tablespoon salt.
/ tablespoon mustard.
3 tablespoons sugar.

Boston Baked Beans.

2 tablespoons molasses.
.1 cup boiling water.

pound fat salt pork:
Boiling water to coyer.

Look over the beans and soak in cold water overnight.
In the morning drain, cover with fresh water, and heat slowly until skins will burst:.

but, do not let beans become broken.
Scald one-half pound fat salt, pork. Scrape the pork. Put a slice of pork in bottom

of beau pot. Cut the remaining pork across top in Strips just through the,rind, and
bury pork in beans, leaving rind exposed.

Add .one cup boiling water to seasonings and pour over the beans. Cover with bail-ing water. Bake slowly, adding more water as necessary. Bake from six to eight
hours, uncover at the last. so that water will evaporate and beans brown on top.Serves 12.

See Farmers' Bulletin No. 256, The preparation of vegetables for the table.

Baked Catepeas.

('ook 1 quart of large white cowpeas slowly in water until they begin to soften.
This will require five or six hours. Put theM into a bean pot, add one -half pound of
salt pork and one tablespoonful of molasses. Cover with water and bake slowly six
or seven hours. It is well to have the pot covered except during the last hour.

See Farmers' Bulletin No. 559, Use of corn, kafir, and cowpeas in the home.

METHOD OF WORK.

Have the beans washed and put to soak the night, before the lesson
is to be given. Assign to one of the girls the task of putting them 011
to boil early the next morning. Call the class together for a few
moments when the beans are ready to 'put in to bake: Assign one of
the girls to attend to the fire and the oven. Let the beps bake

,;,,
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day. If the lesson is to be given late in the afternoon, the beans may
be ready to serve, or the cooking may be continued the second day
and the lesson completed then. It would be well to serve the dish at
the lunch period. Have the corndodgers prepared to serve with the
baked beans or cowpeas.

LESSON XVII. BUTTER CAKESPLAIN YELLOW CAKECOCOA
COFFEETEA.

F..UBJECT MATTER.

Cakes.Cakes made with fat resemole other batters, except that
the fat, sugar, and eggs are usually larger in amount an the texture
of the baked batter is much finer and more tender.

When preparing cake, first get the pans ready, greasing them with
the same kind of fat that is to be used in .the mixture, or sprinkle
with flour, or line with greased paper. Make sure that the oven is
at the proper temperature. For a small calm the. oven should be
hot enough to brown a small piece of unglazed paper or a tablespoon
of flour in three minutes. Bake a small cake 20 to 30 minutes:
When done, the cake will shrink from the sides of the pan; the crust
will spring back when' touched with the finger; the loud ticking
sound will Cease; a needle or straw will come out clean if the cake.
is pierced, and the crust will he nicely browned. . When the cake is
removed from the oven, let it stand in the pan about three minutes,
then loosen and turn out gently. Do not handle while hot. Keep
in a clean, ventilated tin box in a cool, dry place.

Cocoa.Chocolate and cocoa are 'prepared from the bean of a
tropical tree. This bean is rich in protein, fat, carbohydrate,
mineral matter, and a stimulant called theobromine. The seeds
are cleaned, milled, and crushed into a paste in the preparation) of
chocolate: In the preparation of cocoa much of the fat is removed
and the cocoa is packed for market in the form of a fine powder.
Cocoa is more easy of digestion than chocolate, because it is less
rich. Though the amount of cocoa used in a cup of the beverage is
not large, when prepared with milk .it serves as .a nutritious food.
It is slightly stimulating 'as well, because of the theobromine present
and because it is served hot.

Coffee and Tea. Coffee and tea have no food value when pre-
.

pared as a beverage. They contain stimulating properties that are
harmful to the body if taken in large quantities, hence they should
be used. with discretion. They should never be given to children or
to those troubled with indigestion. If carelessly prepared, both
toffee 'and tea may be decidedly .harmful to the body. .Coffee should
not be boiled for more than eight minutes. Tea should never be
permitted to boil. Freshly boiling water should be poured on the
leaves and left for three minutes. It should then -be. strained off
for serving and kept hot \mai used.

. L
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It will be well to plan to give the lesson on some special occasion,
as it is well adapted to serve for the refreshments for a mother's
club or a little class party..

cup butter.
1 cup sugar.
2 eggs.
1 cup milk.

RECIPES.

Plain l'alow Cake.

2 teaspoons baking powder.
17i cups flour.
1 teaspoon spice or
1i teaspoons flavoring.

Cream butter, add sugar gradually, mix well. Add well-beaten yolks of eggs, then
flour and baking powder alternately with the milk. Then acid flavoring and cut and
fold in whites of eggs carefully. Turn into buttered pans and bake at once in a moder-
ately hot oven. I

For chocolate cake 2 'ounces of melted chocolate may be added after yolks of eggs.
Serves 16 to '20.

Gingerbread.

cup butter. 11 cups flour.
(sup sugar. 1 teaspoon ginger.

1 egg. teaspoon cinnamon.
' (up molasses. Salt.

teaspoon soda. cup milk (souF if possible).
Cream the then well-beaten egg. Add

'Silt all,dry ingredients together, and add alternately with milk. Bake in a buttered
tin or in gem pans in a moderate oven 25 or 35 minutes. Serves 8 to 10.

Cocoa.

t cup cocoa. 1 cup water.
cup sugar. 3 cups milk.

Mix the cocoa and sugar with the water and boil 10 minutes. Stir into the hot
milk and then cook in double boiler one-half hour. Serves 8 to 10.

Tea.'

1 teaspoon green or 2 teaspoons black 2 cups boiling water (freshly boil-
tea. ing.)

Scald teapot, put the tea in the teapot and pour boiling watet over it; steep 3 min-
utes, strain, and serve. Serves 4:

Cope.'

Use two.t.ablespoons of ground coffee for each cup of bdiling water that is to be used.
Put the coffee in the coffee pot and add enough cold water to moisten the coffee and
make it stick together, about one teaspoon of water to each tttblespoon of coffee. Pour
the boiling water over the coffee aid boil it for 3 minutes. Place it where it will keep
hot, but not boil, for 5 minutes or more, and then serve. (If a small amount of egg
white and shell is mixed with the coffee grounder and cold water it will aid in settling
the coffee.). .

The recipes for coffee and tea are given so that thl teather can discuss their preparation with the girls
and compare their value with the value of cocoa. Males and tea are both pommonly used in the borne.,
it may be well to have the girls prepare them in the closet° be,pure that they **predate the importance of
proper cooking.
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METHOD OF WORK.

Begin the lesson period with a discussion of the methods of pre-
paring cakes and put the cake in the oven as soon as possible. While
it is baking prepare the cocoa. If the cocoa is not to be served for
some time, it can be kept hot or reheated over hot water.

LESSON XVIII, YEAST BREAD.

SUBJECT MATTER.

Yeast bread is made light by the presence of a gas produced by the
growth of yeast in the sponte or dough. Yeast is a microscopic plant.
which grows in a moist, warm temperature and feeds on starchy mate-
rials such as ark present in wheat. A portion. of the starch is con-
verted into sugar (thus jleveloping new and Pleasant flavors), and
some is still further changed, giving off the gas upon which the light-
ness of the bread depends. If the yeast is allowed to grow too long a
time or the.temperattle is very hot., a souring of the dough ma4r re-
sult.. This souring can be pie-Vented by kneading the dough thor-
oughly as soon as it has risen well or doubled in bulk or by putting

-.it in a very hot oven to bake when it has reached this stage. If the
dOugh becomes chilled, the yeast will not grow so well, and if the tem,
perature of the dough should become hot-the activities of the yeast
would become arrested. A b-iling temperature will destroy the
growth of the yeast.

Yeast develops in a natural state on the hops and other plains. It
is prepared for market in the form of dry.or moist cakeS. The moist
cakes must be kept very cold. For home use a liquid yeast is often
prepared from, the dry cakes. This has the advantage; of being more
active.

When the yeast has been added to a batter it is spoken of as a
sponge. When the batter has had enough flour added so that it can
be handled it is called. a-dough. If the bread is to be made in a few
hours, the yeast is' made up at once into It dough. If it is to stand
overnight, a spohge is often started first.. More yeast is required for
quick rising. Under ordinary circumstances one yeast cake is suffi-
cient for 1 quart of liquid. Thorough kneading and baking are
both essential to the success of the bread.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

Arrange to' have the class meet the afternoon before to start tile
sponge'and come early in the morning to care for the dough. Begin
the study of flour, yeast, and bread in a .previous class period, cor-
relating the work with geography, nature study, or some other sub-
ject;

r Either white or whole-wheat flour may be *sed for the breads.

inimormirrliormimimarilimg
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RECIPES.

Bread.

(Prepared with dry yeast.),

2 teaspoons salt.
2 tablespoons sugar.
2 tablespoons lard or butter.

1 dry yeast cake.
1 cup warm water.
1 cup flour.
1 quart WA' er or milk (scalded).
Flour en agh toAnake a soft dough.

At put a dry yeast cake to soak in a cup of warm water. When it is soft, add a
cup of .flour, cover, and put in a warm place to grow light. This will require several
hours.,

In the evening when ready to start the dough, mix salt, sugar, fat, and hot liquid in
a large bowl; when lukewarm add the cup of light yeast and enough flour to knead
(about three quarts). Mix thoroughly and knead it into a-smooth dough, and con-
titme until it is soft and elastic. Return dough to the bowl, moisten, cover, and set
in a moderately warm place for the night. Be sure that the place is free from drafts.

morning knead slightly; divide into loaves or shape in biscuits; put into pans
for baking; cover and let rise until double in bulk. Bake large loaves'50 to 60 minutes.
Ilizcuits will bake in from 25 to 35 minutes. for they require a hotter oven. (Makes 4
loaves). It is of utmost. importance that all yeast breads be thoroughly cooked.

(Time required for making *ad with dry yeast, 16 to 20 hours.)

Bread.

(Prepared with compressed yeast.)

2 cups mil or water (scalded). cake compressed yeast (1 cake if set
2 teas 00 salt. in morning.)
2 teaspoons sugar. cup water tlukewarm).
1 tablespoon lard or butter. Flour, white or whole whhat.

Putt tfTe hot water or milk, salt, sugar, and fat. in'a bowl; when lukewarm add the
yeast softened in the lukewarm water, then the flour gradually, and when stiff enough
to bandit., turn dough out on floured boardand knead until soft and elastic (20 min-
utes). Return dough to the bowl, moisten, cover, and let it rise in a warm place
until double its bulk; then knead slightly, divide into loaves, or shape into biscui4,
cover and let rise in the pan in which they are to be baked until double in bulk, and
bake 50 to 60 minutes. (Makes 2'luaves.)

(Time required for making bread, if one cake compressed yeast is used, 6 hours.)

See Fainters' Bulletins., No. 369, Bread and bread making; No. 807, Bread and
bread making in the home.

A

METHOD OF WORK.

If the class is large, prepare two or three bowls of sponge, so that
all can have some experience in stirring and kneading. Do- not
make too large a quantity of bread to bake in the oven unlss arrange-
ments can be made to do some of the baking at the near-by home of
one of the girls. Use the bread for the school lull. eh or divide it
among the girls to take homt.

Pktn a bread ntest so that each girl will be interested to make
bread at home:
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LESSON XIX. SERVING A SIMPLE DINNER WITHOUT MEAT. IfAKED
OMELET. MACARONI AND CHEESE.

PRELIMINARY PLAN AND METHOD OF WORK.

At some previous time . the teacher should talk over the plans
for the dinner with the girls. It will be well to let them ask the
members of the school board or other people interested in their work
to partake of the dinner. They should decide on the enu with help..
and, suggestions from the teacher. They, should choose foods that
they can bring from their homes. The main course of the dinner
should consist: of such a vegetable dish as leaked beans, cowpeas, aii
gimlet, or -macaroni with white sauce and grated cheese. To ac-
Company it there should be potatoes and a fresh green vegetable,
such as spinach or cabbage and a hot bread.

40.A simple dessert which the girls know how to make sh-o .be
chosen. One duty should be assigned to each girl and she s ould
Be entirely responsible for that portion of the work. The teacher
shouid supervise all the work Carefully.: -

The girls may be -able to make, simple menu cards for the dinner.
The work. of making the cards can be taken up in a drawing lesson.

2 tablespoons butter.
2e tablespoons flour.

teaspoon salt..
Pepper,

RECIPES.

Baked Omelet.

1 cup milk, heated.
4 eggs.
2 teaspoons fat.

Melt the butter, add the flour and seasonings, combine thoroughly, then add the
hpt milk slowly. Separate the eggs; beat the yolks, and add the white sauce to them.
Beat the whites until stiff and cut and folkl them carefully into the yolkmixture so
that the lightness is all retained. Turn into a greased baking dish and bake ins
moderate oven 20 to 30 Minutes. Serve hot. Serves 6.

Macaroni and Cheese.

I cup macaroni, noodles, or rice. Pepper.
2 tiqespoons fat. 11 cups milk.
3 tablespoons flour. 1 cup grated cheese.

teaspoon salt.
2 cups buttered bread crumbs two .tablespoons butter or other fat).

Break the macaroni in 1-inch plebes and cook it in a largo amount of boiling water
salted 30 to 45 minutes, Drain it well when tender and pour cold water through it.

Grate the cheese, break up the bread crunibs, and add. two tablespoons melted
butter to them. .Make a white sauce of the fat, flour, seasonings, and milk. Add the
macaroni and cheese to the white sauce, pour it into a butter-baldng dish, cover with
bread crumbs, and bake from 20 to 30 minutes in the oven, browning nicely. Serves 8.
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LESSON. XX. SUGAR.

Food value and cooking. The use of peanuts in candy. Peanut cookies,
or peanut, molasses, or fudge candies to be made for a special entertain-
ment.

SUBJECT MATTER.

sugar is valuable to the body as a source of heat and energy.
While it is easy of digestion, it is very irritating to the body if taken
in large quantities, and hence it shOuld be taken in small quantities
and preferably at meal time or with other food. Two or three pieces
of candy taken at the end of the meal will not be harmful, but candy
eaten habitually between meals is 'sure to produce harmful effects'
in the body. Large quantities of candy are always disturbing to
the body.

Sligar is present in'imm.fruits and some vegetables. Milk con-
tains a good per cent of sugar. In preparing foods to which the
addition of sugar seems desirable, care should be taken not to add
it in large quantities.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

As it is desirable to have a discussion of sugar and its value to the
body, the preparation of cookies or candy for some school function

party can be undertaken in conjunction with
lesson. The lesson should be given at a time when it will mean
most to the girls. The work shoo be so planned that the girls
will learn .something of the princi es of sugar cookery as well as
the specific recipes they are using.

1 cup fat.
cup sugar.

2 .eggs.

cup.milk.

RECIPES.

Cookies.

3 cups flour.
3 teaspoons baking powder.
1 tablespoon cinnamon.

cup sugar.

('ream the butter, add sugar and well-beaten eggs. Then add milk alternately with
flour (sifted with \baking powder). Mix to the consistency of a soft dough, adding
more milk if necessary. Roll lightly, cut in shapes, and dip in the one-half cup sugar
and cinnamon that have been sifted together. Place on buttered sheets, and bake in
a hot oven about 10 minutes. Slip from pan and lay on cake cooler. To make a
softer cooky, use only one-half cup butter in recipe. (3 to 4 dozen.) .

2 tablespoons butter;
cup sugar.

ql egg.

1 teaspoon baking powder..
teaspoon salt.

Peanut Cookies.

cup flour.
2 tablespoons milk. .

cup finely chopped peanuts.
teaspoon lemon juice.

2 dozen whole peanuts shelled.
.
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Cream the butter, add the sugar and the egg well-beaten. fix and sift dry ingre-
dients, add to first mixture. they add milk, peanuts, and lemon juice. Drop from
the teaspoon onto an unbuttered baking sheet, an inch apart, and place (Peanut on
top of each. Bake 12 to 15 minutes it a moderate oven. (2-) to 3 dozen.)

Peanut Bristle.

1 cup sugar. 1 cup peanuts (1 quart with shells on).

Heat sugar until it all melts and liquid becomes clear, remOve immodiately, add
peanuts, chopped if desired, mixing them in thoroughly; quickly spread .upon a
ftnooth tin or iron sheet, press into' shape with knife and cut into bars or squares.
Serve ten.

2 cups molasses.
3 (lip sitar.
2 tabltrpoons butter.

Molasstis Candy,

I tablespoon vinegar.
teaspoon soda.

Put molasses. sugar. and butter into a thick saucepan or kettle, and stir until sugar
is dissolved. Boil until mixture becomes brittle when tried iii cold water: Stir con-
stantly at the last to prevent burning. (Butter may be omitted if it can not be'easily
oeeurol.)

Add vinegar and soda just before removing from lire.
Pour into a well-greased pan and let stand until cool enough to handle. Then pull

until light and poems and cut in 'small piece .with scissors. arranging on buttered
plates. Serves 16 to 20. ,

2 cups sugar.
I cup

Caramel Fudge. .

I tablespoon Latter.
cup nuts.- broken up.

cup caramelized sugar.

Boil sugar and milk togetheP, add Caramelized sugar and butter, and boil to the soft_
ball stage. lake from tire and beat until the candy becomes creamy. Add nutaand
turn into buttered 'pans; when cool (lit into squares.' Serves 16 to 20.

See Farmers' Bulletin No. 535. " Sugar and its value as food.''

METROD 01" WORK.

Devote a separate period to the discussion of the food value and
cooking of sugar, if possible; then assign two recipes for the practical
work, allowing the girls to work. in grOups. Assign only as much
work as can be carefully _supervised. Do not undertake both th©
cookies anti the candy.

as



TWENTY LESSONS IN SEWING.

For the Rural Schools.

OUTLINE 01,"rur. COURSE.
tes,ao I. Preparation for sewing. Preparation and use of working equIpment:Needles, pins, thread, tapsmeasure, thimble, scissors, box for work. Talk on cleanliness and neatness (core of haunts, etc.). rb-t i,sion of hemming. Hems folded on sheets of paper.
IA II. Hemming towels. Turning anti basting hems. Hemming towels of crash, flour, or meal mitts,

or other coarse material for use in washing and doing dishes at home or in school.
Leson 111. Hemming towels, continued. The overhanding slid, and the hemming stitch.
Le,on IV, Bags. A school bag. Bag (made of obtainable material) to hold sewing materials or conking

apron. Measuring and straightening the material fur the bag. Basting the seams.
Lssou V. Bags, continued. Sewing up the seams with a running stitch and a back stitch.
Lcsstm VI. Bags, continued. Overcasting the seams and turning the hem at the top of .the bag.
Lesson VII. Bags, continued. Hemming the top of the bag and putting in a naming stitch to provide aspoor for I he curd.

VIII. Bags, continued. Preparing a cord or other draw string for the trig. Putting a doublethaw string in the bag so.that it can easily be dmwn up. Use of the bodkin.
I.c,,on IX. Darning stockings. Use of a darning ball or a gourd as Lk substitute for the ball. Talk on care

of the feet and cure of stoclangs.
Lessen X. Patching (used when special problem comes up). Hemming patches on cotton garment&

Talk on care of clothes.
Lesson XL Cutting out an apron (or an tontergarmsp.,
Lesson XII. Apron (or untiernirment), continued. Basting the Bern fur hemming on the machine or byhand. l nevelt basting.
Les,an NHL Apron (or undergarment ), continued. Gathering the skirt and stitching to the belt.
Lesson XIV Apron (nraptlergarment , continued. Making the bib.
Lessat XV. Apron (or undergarment ), continued. Making the straps.
lksson XVI. Apron (or undergarment ), continued. Putting the hilt and skirt on to the belt.
Lesson XVII. Met hocti of fastening garments. Sewing buttons on aprons, petticoats, or other.garmenta.
IA .,son XVll1. Methods of fastening garments, continued. nut ton holes on Karate pieco and on apron.
Lesson X I X ...1 padded holder for handling hot dishes. Binding.
Lesson XX. A cap to wear with the cooking apron.

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER.

Tho teacher should he well acquainted with the conditions in
which the girls live, should know how much money. they can afford
to pay for materials, what materials are available, what previous
handwork the girls have had, whether they can afford to have sewing
machines in their own homes, to what extol* they make their own
clot-hes, and to what extent they buy them ready-made.

The lessons should be planned to furnisif hand training, to give the
instruction of which the girls can immediately make use in the care
of their own clothes, and to provide opportunity for preparing the
apron for the cooking lessons that are to follow. They should tend to

Should the teacher feel that an apron or petticoat is too large a piece for her girls to undertake,and should
she desire to have more time put on the first 10 lessons, Lemons XI to XVIII may be omitted, two periods
each devoted to both LessonN XIX and X N, and three lessons used for the making of a simple noodle hoOkor other small piece.

79
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develop habits of thrift, industry, and neatness. The girls should be.
encouraged to learn to sew, both to improve their own. home condi
tions and to give them suggestion for a possible means of livelihood.
If machines are available and are in use in the homes repre-
sented in the school, it is well to have lessons given in machine sew-
ing and to have the long seams run by machine. If the girls can not
have sewing machines in their own homes, the lesSons given should
be limited to hand sewing. In some schools it. may be necessary to
simplify the lessons; in others an increased number of articles may
be prepared in the time allotted. Should the apron and-cap not be
needed for the cooking class, an undergarment (petticoat) can well
be substituted. .

The teacher should have a definite plan of procedure in mind for
each lesson. The lesson should be opened with a brief and concrete
class discussion of the new work that is to be taken up or the special
stage that has been reached in .work that is already under wiry.
Though individual instruction is necessary, it should not take the
place of this general presentation of subject matter, which economizes
time and develops the real thought content of the work.

New stitches can be demonstrated on large. pieces of muslin with
long darning needles and red op-black Germantown yarn. The
-muslin may be pinned to the blackboard with thumb tacks and the
stitches made large enough for all to see without difficulty. A
variety of completed articles should be kept on hand to show addi-
tional application of points brought out in the lesson. Each class
may. ho given the privilege of preparing one article to add to this col.
leetion, and a spirit of class pride and valuable team work thereby
developed.

. During the lesson, posture, neatness, and order should be empha-
sized. Application can he secured. by making the problems of
interest. Care must be taken that none of the work demands unnec-
essary -eye strain. Each lesson should be elosed-in time to have one
of the members of the class give a brief summary of the steps. that
have been covered.

. .

Since the class period-for sewing in the rural school will necessarily
be brief, the girls can be encouraged .to continue their work at some
other period. However, no work outside of the class period should
be permitted until. the pupil has mastered the ,stitch- and can be
trusted to do the work in the right way. TIT privilege.of sewing can
be made the reward for lessons quickly learned, home practicecan be
assigned, or the dais can meet out of school hours. All outside

ractice must be carefully:supervised, the pupil bringing her work to
.. the teacher for frequent inspection.
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If it is possible to keep on hand a permanent equipment for sewing,
the following should be provided for a class of 12:

Approximate cost.
Scissors, 1 dozen $3.00
Thimbles, 1 dozen . 25
Tape measures, 1 dozen 40
Emery, 1 dozen . 40-
Boxes for work, 1 dozen . 84

4.89
The teacher who is to. give- lessons in sewing should secure a helpful

elementary textbook on sewing or some bulletin that deals with the
teaching of sowing. Such bulletins are issued in s6me States by the
extension departments of the State university, college, or normal
schools. A leaflet that will prove of value, entitled "Sewing foi
Rural Schools" (Vol. VII, No.. 7), is published by the Hampton Nor-
mal and Agricultural Institute, Hampton, Va. It will be sent free
to southern teachers upon request.

A suggestive list of textbooks on sewing, for use in elementary rural seitools.

Bnrton, Ida R. and Myron G.---1School Sewing, Based on Ilome Problems." Dice,
$1. Vocational Supply Co., 11ndianapolis.

Flagg,' Etta P."Handbook f Elementary Sewing." Price; 50 cents. little,
Itiown & Co.,Boston.

Fuller, M. E."ConstructivelSewing Book I" t paper). Price, GO cents. Industrial
- Book & Equipment CO., Indianapolis.
liapgood, Olive (y "School Needlework." Price. 50 cents: Ginn & Co., Boston.
Kinne, lielen, and Cooley, Anna N. " Clothing and Health." Price, 65 cents. The

Macmillan Co., New 'York City.
McGlauflin; ldabelle."IYandicraft for Cirls." Trice, $1. The Manual Arts Press,

Peoria, Ill.
Patton, Frances." Home and School Sewing." Price, GO cents. Newson & Co .New York City.
Wooiman, Mary S.- .it Sewing Course." Price, $1.50. Frederick A. Fernalu,

Washington. I
95619°Bull. 17-6



DETAILED LESSON PLANS FOR THE COURSE IN
SEWING.

LESSON I. PREPARATION FOR SEWING.

Preparation and use of working equipment: Needles, pins, thread, tape
measure, thimble, scissors, box for work. Talk on cleanliness and neat.
nests (care of hands, etc.). Discussion of hemming. Hems folded on Isheetsof paper.

SUBJECT MATTER.

A hem is a fold used to finish a cut surfac'e, made by twice turning
over the edge of a piece of cloth toward the worker, and then sewing
it down. In turning a narrow hem the first fold must be less deep
than the second, 'in order that the hem may lie smoothly. If the
hem is a wide one, the first fold can be much less deep than the second.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.:

The teacher should have interested the children in the sewing
lessons before the first meeting of the class, and each girl should be
asked to come to class with the box in which to keep her materials'
and such other equipment as is required. If the school is to fur-
nish the equipment, the ,teacher should be sure that there is an ade-
quate amount on hand.

It will probably be necessary to have towels hemmed to be used
in the cooking classes at school, and the girls should be interested
in doing the hemming. If some of the girls want to hem towels
for use in their own !10,ITICS, it will be desiiable to allow them to do
so. Flour or meal sacks will answer. It may bo well to have the
gins each hem y toisel for home use as well as for school use, in order
to impress them with the &sirability of having hemmed dish towels.
'kir daily use. The towels can bo planned . during this lesson and
the girls can arrange to bring the material from home, if they are
to provide them. It will be well for the teacher to have mttterial
for one or .two towels already on hand. Plain paper will ansyr
for the practice folding of the hem in the first lesson.

METHOD OF WORK.

The teacher should devote a° few minutes to a talk on cleanliness,
emphasizing-the importance of cleanlinestS, and the necessity for care

handling the sewing materials; This should be followed by a
dideus n of the care tof the hands and the, condition in which the
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hands should be for the sewing lesson. Each girl should inspect herown hands and show them to the teacher.

When sure that all the girls have their hands in proper condition
for sewing, the teacher should look over their supplies with them,give them suggestions as to how they are to keep the supplies, andhave them arrange their boxes.

Next she should tell them what their first work is to be, showthofn the material for the towels, and discuss with them the bestmethod of finishing the ends of the towels. (See Lesson II.)
Before turning the hem the girls should make a cardboard rulerfrom heavy .paper and notched to indicate the depth of the hem.

A few minutes should be devoted to practice in measuring and turn-.nog a hem the desired depth on a sheet of paper. This should give
experience with the double turning necessaryfirst, the narrow turnto dispose of the- cut surface; second, the fold to finish stho edge..

V2 inch

inch inch

Flo. 2.Gauge.

Careful measuring should help to give the girls practice, so that theywill be able to measure with the eyO a designated distance in inchesor fraction of an inch.
When the lesson hour has come to an end the" boxes should teput away in systematic Oilier. All scraps should be always carefullypicked up from the ddsks and floor.

.. LESSON 11. HEMMING TOWELS.v
Turning and basting hems. Hemming towels of crash,'Ilour or meal sacks,or other material, for use in washing and drying dishes at home or inschtol.

SUBJECT MATTER.

Basting is used to hold two pieces of- material together until astrong stitch can 13e put .in. It is done by taking long stitches (one-fourth inch,) from right to left,,and parallel to the edges that are toto be basted together:' In starting, the thread is fastened with a
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knot; when completed it is fastened by taking two or three stitches
one over the other.

PRELIMINARY 'PLAN.

The teacher should have the necessary materials for sewing on
hand, or should have them supplied by the.children. The materials
needed will include material for towels, white thread for basting and -
hemming, and cardboard pieces for measuring.

The teacher should also have a large square of unbleached muslin
or canvas, 18 by 18 inches, and a large darning needle and colored
wonted thread to use for demonstration purposes. The canvas should
be pinned to the blackboard, where the class can see it easily.

V -i

Flo. 3.Even basting.

METHOD OF WORK.

As soon as class is called, supplies are at hand, and hands are in
proper condition, the teacher should demonstrate the basting Stitch,
with a large needle and thread on the square of canvas that has been
fastened on the-wall. Materials should be passed for work. Each
girl should straighten the ends of her towel by drawing a thread.
Then she should turn and baste a hem three-eighths of an inch in
depth at each end.

At the close Of the lesson the girls should fold up their work care-
fully and put'it neatly in their boxes.
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LESSON III. HEMM)INO TOWELS (Continued).

The Overhanding Stitch and the Hemming Stitch.

SUBJECT MATTER.

Overhanding Ns() called overseaming or whipping) .The edges to
be overhanded are 'held between the first finger and thumb of the left'
hand with the edge parallel to the first finger. The needle ifkinserted
just below and perNindicular to the edge. The needle is pointed
straight toward the worker The stitches proceed from right to left,
each stitch being taken a little to the left of the preceding stitch.

.4

Fro. 4.Overhanding.

Tho stitches should all be straight on the right side,, but they will slant
a little on the wrong side. The stitches should not be deep. It may
be desirable to use this overhanding stitch at the ends of hems to
hold the edges of the material together. The overhanding stitch is
also used for seams, for patching, and for sewing oh lace.

The overhanding of narrow hems is not 'always necessary, but the
ends may be made stronger thereby, and the stitch is a-valuable one
for the girls to know.

!lemming. --The hemming such is placed on the inside of the hem.
The end of dre basted hem is laid over the first and under the second
finger of themleft hand with the folded edge outside and the material
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toward the worker. It is held in place with the thumH). The stitch
is begun la the end of the hem. The fastening -of the thread is con-
'Waled slipping it underneath the he in the inside fold of the
material. The needle is pointed over the Ten shoulder, a small stitch

'is taken through the- material just under thc hem, then through the
edge of the hem. This is repeated, making the next stitch nearer the
worker, and moving' the goolds from right to left away from the

. worker as necessary. Uniformity of slant, size, and spacing of stitches
is important.

t

5c-HommIng.

PRELIMINARY PLAN,

Before this lesson is given, all the girls sloyld report to the teacher
' with both ends otehoir towels basted so that they will all be ready to

proceed at once with the new stitches.

MEPHOD OF WORK.
.

The teacher should begin the lesson by demonstrating the,stiteches
to he used on the larg of danvas, With the large needle and
heiiy thread. ,After Ferhanding the end of the hem, the hemmipg"
atitchishould follow with the same thread. The girls will probably'
not be abje too,finish the hemming in this firs 'lesson, so provision

made for tape.' This can be required as an out?
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side assignment, if they have mastered the method dpring the class
period. The teachcr may be able to give thew some supervision
While she is looking after other classes.'

LESSON IV. BAGS.

A school bag. Bag (made of material obtainable) to hold sewing materials
or the cooking apron. Measuring and straightening the material for the
bag. Bastinglhe seams. ,

SUBJECT MATTER.

The asting stitch will be used as a review of work in the second
lesson.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.,
At some previVws tin* the teacher shoidd talk NNith the girls about

what material thy will be able to provide for their bags, and, if the
material hasto be purcjaatied, she should suggest something that is
suitable, washable, and inexpensive. The bag should cost °My a
few cents. If the bag is to be used for carrying the cooking apron
hack and forth from home, it must not 143-too light 'in color. The
dimensions of the fmisfied bag should be about 12 by 18 inches.

V

'METHOD OF WORK.

The girls should get out the Materials they have brought for their
bags and determine upon their size. and shape. It will not be neces-
sary for them to make bags of uniform shape and size. The teacher
should help them to use their material to the best advantage. The
material should-be straightened, pulled in place, and mea§ured care,
fully. When the bags have, been cut out, the sides should be
basted'up. ,

LESSON V. BAGS (Continued).

Sewing up the seams with a running stitch and a back stitch.

SUBJECT. MATTER.

Running is done by passing the needle in and out orthe material
at regular intervals. Small, even stitches and spaces should follow
consecutively on both sides of the material. The stitches should
be much shorter than for basting, the length being determined lariely
by t*he kind of cloth used.

When running is combined with-a back sti h, two or more running
stitches and one back stitch are taken alternat ly. The back stitch
is a stitch taken backward on the upper side of lie cloth, putting the
needle back each ttine into the end of the_ 1; stitch and bringing-
it out- the lime distance beyond the lest tch.

have than to do more hemming than the towels-
curtains of plagn mull or dotted swiss for the windows of the ech
additional periods or after **got hours.

they may enjoy making simple
cam. This work can be takin up in
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° PRELIMINARY PLAN.

The teacher should be sure that all the teachers are ready to
report, with the sides of their bags basted ready for stitching.

METHOD OF WORK.

The teacher should first demonstrate the running stitch' with the
backstitch, and the girls should begin to sew up the sides of the bag,
using the running stitch. They should commence the running
stitch at three-fourths of an inch from the upper endbf the bag, so that .

there will be a space left for slits in the hem to run -the cord.' The

c.

41.

mo 4111111D ..1111 ...

I

a

Fm. 6.Running Oitch with a back stitch.r .

seams will doubtless have to be finished outside of the Class hour and
should be assigned for completion before the next lesson.

LFSON VI. BAGS (Continued).

Overcasting the seams and turning tie hem at the top of tilt bag.
.11

3 SUBJECT MATTER.

Overcasting is done by taking loose stitches over the raw edge of
the` cloth to keep it from raveling or fraying._

I The draw string or cord is to be run throdgh the hem from1the inside of the bag and it wilKe necessary
id leave three-knuthini an inch of space at, the ends of the seams to proxide slits for the'cord outlets.
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PRELIMINARY PLAN.

The .teacher should Ile sure that all the girls are ready to report,
with the sides of their bags neatly sewed up with the running. stitch..

METHOD OF WORK.

The teacher should demonstrate the method of overcasting and
explain its use. . She should have the girls trim the edges of their
seams neatly and overcast them carefully. After the seams have
been overcast, she should discuss with the.girls the depth of the hem,
that they expect to use and the method of turning and. basting it.
The girls should turn and baste the hems, using the cardboard
measure for securing the depth. of the hem. If the bags are deep
enough to admit of *a heading at the top, a deep horn (about 21
inches) can be made and a running stitch put in one-half inch (or

Ilt. 010. OM M.

N\NN\ NNNAAAA
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Fta. 7.Overcasting.

more) above the edge of the hem toi provide a casing or space for the
cord. If at necessary to 'take a narrow hem, the hem itself can
be made to answer ag space for the cord; in this case the hem should
be made abput one-half inch deep.

LESSON VII. BAGS (Contilftred).

Hemming the top of the bag, putting in running stitch tsprovide a space
for the cord.

SUBJECT - MATTER.. .

Review of helm. ing stitch and running stitch.,

PRELIMINARY MAX.'

The girls should report to the class with the hems basted.

k!ctlitf
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METHOD OF WORK.

The teacher should review briefly with the girls the method of
making the hemming stilch and the rumiing stitch,- asking them to
describe these stitches and to demonstrate them on the large square
of canvas before the class. The baSted hems should then be sewed
down with the hemming stitch.

After the hem is finished the girls should run a basting thread
around the bag to mark the location of the running stitch that, i9 to
be half an inch abOve the hem. They should measure for this care-
fully with the cardboaid rule.

If there is not time to do all the hemminub in the class period, the
-hecaming stitch tin0 the running stitch (t hat is to provide space for
the.draw string) should be assigned'for outside work; and each girl
Should bring in her finished hem at a- designated time befori) the
next class peiiod.

LESSON VIII. BAGS (Continued i.

Preparin cord pr other draw string
for the ag. Putting in a double
draw str ng in th bag so that it can
easily ..pe drawn up. Use of the
bodkin.

SUBJECT MATTER.

To make a coif, it is necessary
to take. more than four times as
much cotton as the final length of
the cord *ill require,. for some,of
the length will be taken up in the
twisting of the cord. The cord
should be doubled, the two lengths
twisted together (firmly, and the

ends brought together again and held in on& -hand while the center
is..taken ik the other hand, and the lengths are allowed to twist'
firmly together.. The ends should be tied.: It will be easier for two
to work together in making a cord. The cord should be run into
the bag with a bodkin or tape needle. If one cord is run in from
one side, and another is run in from the other side, each cord run -
ning all the, way around;)the 'bag .cancbe drawn up easily. .\

Ftn. 8.Bag nearly completed.
From Junior Circular No. 26, Agricultural Exten-

sion Department, Ames, Iowa.

ILAN.

-If the children are not: able to supply cords for their own bags,
. the teacher should have a sufficient supply of cord on hand. She

should be sure the girls' imp are in readiness for the cord beforethe
cla0 period.; 1 A
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METAOD OF WORE.

The teacher should begin the lesson by describing the method of
°making the cord, estimating the amount necessary, and demonstrat-
. ing the process with the assistance of one of the girls. The girls
should be numbaed so that tkey can work in groups of tAto. After
they have completed the cord,, and'run it into the bag, methods of
finishing the ends neatly should be suggested tb them.

a

v

a.

no.`10.Completed bag.._
From Junior Circular No. IX, Agricultural *xtension De.

pertinent, Ames, Iowa.

LESSON IX. DARNING STOCKINGS.
Use of darning ball or gourd as t wbstitute for ball., talk on care of the

feet and care etthe stockings. .

SUBJECT MATTER. ,'
This lesson will involve 4-unninF and weaving. -Darning is used to

fill in a hole With thread"so as to supply the part that has been d
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stroyed or to strengthen a place which shows signs of weakness.
A darning ball, gourd, or a. firm piece of cardboard should be placed
under the hole. The darn should extend one-quarter of an inch
beyond the edge of the material, beginning with fine stitches in the
material, maki.ng rows of stitching close together in one direction,
then crossing these threads with rows that run at an-angle to them.
Ca're should be taken to alternately pick, up and drop the edge of the
material about the hole so that no raw edges will be left and to weave
evenly in and out of the material and of the cross threads.

PRELIMINARY. PLAN.

,J

Each girl should provide a pair of stockings with a few small holes
and -la gourd or ball of some sort that she can use for a darning ball.

,".
/1 ^I* When the . class

I-Lr meets the teacher
,C_-1.... shoulddiscussbrief-

r- --1' ly the care a the, feet, and of stock-
ings, and' demon-.

t 1 .. , I',. strafe the method
, Y

I i
,11 1 1 1) y- ,

of darning on a large
l./ V U , piece of coarse ma-

terial with heavy
" yarn and a needle.

From Junior Circular No. 28, Agricultural Extension Department, If the girls finish
Ames, Iowa.

one darn during the
lesson-period, the making of another darn for practice outside of
class should be assigned.

METHOD OF WORK.

Fio. 11. Darning.

LESSON X. PATCHING.'

Hemmed patches on cotton garments. Talk on care of clothes.

SUBJECT MATTER.

'This leflon will involve measuring, trimming, basting, and hem-
ming. A patch is 'a piece of cloth sewed on to a garment to restore
the worn part., The material used for the patch should- be as nearly
like the original fabric in colbr and quality as possible. In placing
the patch, tho condition of the material about the hole must be taken
into consideration, as well as the size of the hole itself. The hole
should by trimmed to remove worn parts near it. ; The patch should

f' be 2 inches larger "than the trimmed hole. The corners of the hole
should be cut back diagonally, so that the edges may be turned

I Used when special problem comes up.
4l
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under. The patch should be matched and pinned onto the large
piece, leaving the edges of the patch to project evenly on all four
sides. The edges of the material about the hole should be turned
in and basted to the patch. The edges of the patch should be
turned in so that they extend one-half inch from, the edgq of the
hole when finished. The patch and the cloth should be basted
together and hemmed.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

The lesson on patching should be given at any time in the course
it.can be applied to an immediate need. If a girl snags her

dress while playing at school or if she wears a torn apron, the teacher
can announce a patching lesson for the next sewing class, and rc
quest each girl to bring a torn garment and the material for the
patch from home.- It may be desirable to use two or throe periods
for this lesson.

Fin. 12.Patching.
From lunifir Circtilar No.1ii, Agricultural Extension Department:Ames, Iowa.

METHOD OF WORK.

The teacher shoulii demonstrate the various processes of patching
on a 'large piece of muslin. The girls should prfactice placing a
patch on a piece of iaper Viith a hole in it Each process should be
assigned in successioinexamination of article, to determine its 'con-
dition; calculation .ef size and preparation of patch; placing the
patch; trimming the article ,about the hole; basting the patch and
material together; and hemming the patch,.

f,

LESSON XI. CUtTING OUT APRONS OR UNDERGARMENTS.

SUBJECT MATTER.

When cutting out en apron, the length of the skirt should first be
measured, and to this measure 6 inches should be added for hem'end
scams. One length of the material corresponding to this length
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shoulifbe rut. This should be folded through_ the center lengthwise,.
Three-fourths of an inch should be .measured ilown on this fold, and-
the materiel cut fronr-the end of the selvage to .this point in order
to slope the front of the apron. When the waist measure is taken,
2 inches should be added to it (I for the lap and 1 for finishing).
Two pieees this length, and 21 inches wide, should be. cut lengthwise of
the material for the belt. A measure should be made from the mid-
dle of-the hack. of.the waist line, over the shoulder, to a point. 5
inches to the right to the center front. and on the waist line. TWo
pieces the length of this measure,kid 41 inches wide, should be cut
lengthwise of the material for thtMioulder straps. A piece 9 by 12
inches should ho cut for the' bib,4the longer distance lengthwise of
the material. These measurements allow one-quarter inch for
seams.

3/4 inch
13.-- Culling out skirt of apron.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

Previous to the lesson the teacher sho see if arrangements can
be made to secure the use of one or o sewing machines, so that the
girls can sew all the long seams of.their,aprons by machine.,

At a previous lesson she should discuss with the girls the material
of which they can make their aprons. They should consider whether
the apron should be white or colored, and whether it should be of
muslin, cambric, or 'gingham. Each girl will need from 11 to 2
yards of materisl, according tioher size.. The taller girls will need 2
yards.

Thete should be on hand a sufficient number of tape measures,
pins, ena scissor, so that the girls can .prOceed with the cutting of
their aprons with no unnecessary delay.
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The apron to be made is to have skirt, -bib, and shoulder straps,
in ordor to be a. protection to both dress, skirt, and waist.'

METHOD Oir WORK.

As soon as the class meets, the girls should make the measurements
for their aprons. One measurement should he assigned at it time and
the reason for each measurement given. The girls should follow the
measurements explicitly. as they are apt, to become' confused if direc-
tions are complicated. They should work carefully so that the mate-.
rial does not become. mussed or soiled, and at the conclusion of the
lesson. they should fold it carefully and put it away neatly.. All
threads and scraps of material should be carefully picked up off the
floor, and the room. left itt order.

wren basting.

LESSON )111. APRONS OR UNDERO RMENTS (COntinued).

Basting the hem for hemming me or by hand. Uneven
it

SUBJECT MATTER.

An uneven batting forms the better guide for stitching. In uneven
basting the stitches are made about 'twice as long as the spaces be-'
tween. "The stitch should be about one-fourth of an inch on the
upper side of the material and one-eighth inch on the underside.

. t If thezirls are very inexperienced and find thc.sewing diMcnitAt may be edvhable to omit the lib
and straps and to make the simple full-skirted eprtfn. If a machine is not at hand to use for the long seams, -the limits in time may make the simpler apron necessary. This will give more time for the various pro.
ceases. Lessons XIV- and XV can then be omitted, Lesson XVI made simpler, and lase outside work
required.
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PRELIMINARY PLAN.

In addition to the apron material which has been cut out in theprevious .lesson, each girl should 'provide her own spool of thiead(number "Sixty" white thread will probably answer for all the work);
-a piece of cardboard 5 inches wideito use for marker, and pup to usein- fastening the hem.

METHOD OF WORK.

As soon as the class 'meets', the girls should prepare a 5-inch
measure of cardboard to guide them in turning the hems of the skirtsof their aprons. -, They should make a half-inch notch in the measure(

% for the first turn in the material. A one-half inch edge should beturned up from the bottom Of the skirt, then a 5-inch hem turned,
pitlhed, a.nd 'lasted carefully with uneven bastiy. The carol boaid
marker should be used for both measurements.

Iftbsimmeimmiiimmow

15.Cuthering.

c--

LESSON 5011. APRONS OR UNDERGARMENTS (Continued).

ww

Gathering the skirt and stitching to the belt.

SUBJECT MATTER.

In gathering, the running stitch is employecl. Small stitches aretaken up on the needle- ,with spaces twice as great between them.
The top of the skirt should beslivided into halve's) and gakhered with
two long double threads; using fine stitches and placing them one-
quarter inch from- the edgo.' The center of the belt andathi; center
of the top of the skiii of the apron should be determined upon. The
belt should be pinned to the wrong side of the apron at these points,
and the fullness drawn up to fit (approximately ane-half of the waist
measure), The skirt and belt should be pinned, basted, and sewed
together.

w
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PRELIMINARY PLAN.

If the hems have been completed in the skirts, the girls are ready
to.,42:ather the 'skirts and attach them to the belt. ft will be well to
have pins hand to use in fastening the" skirt, and belt together.

_METHOD OF' WORK.

. The teacher 8110111(1 first
deinoustritte the' method Of
.;at iterilw and assign thiit;
porti?n of the lesson. Wheq
the . skirts have all been
gathered she should show
the girls how to measure,
Pin, and haste the .skirt,:440
the belt.

11,

IN;. M.Sewing on tlw belt or the apron.

Jumior Circular No. 26. Agricultural Extension
Department, Ames, Iowa.

LESSON XIV. APRONS OR ODEROARMENTS (Contismed).

et
Making the bib.

SITIIJECT M VITER.

A `4-incis hem fihould be turned miross one shorCend of the bib.
This should 1)(3 basted and hemmed. The bottom of the bib should

, he gathered, using the
method /employed for the
,top of the :Alit, and leav-=
ing enough'thread to adjust
the gathers easily.

PRELMN AM* PLAN.

If the girls have com-
pleted 'the skirts awl at-.
stitched them to the' belts,
they are Jeady to priakb
the bibs. They should be
provided with a 241w,h
marker for use in making
the hems in the top of
the

1100111momolimmosminernmearmoommusimm7:

Flo. U.Bib and straps of apron.

MEHOU OF WORK.

The teacher should guide the girls carefully in the making of the
bibs, reviewing 'their-knowledge of basting, hemtning, and gathering.

956.19° Bull. 23--17 7
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LESSON X1`. APRONS OR" UNDERGARMENTS (Continued

Making the straps.

SUBJEcT M ..TTER.

One end of on(' of the straps should be placed at the bottom of thebib. side of the strap should he pined,._basted, and sewed tothe right side of the bil) with a running stitch. The other long sideof,t lie st;rap should then be turned in onelluarter of-ttn inch and theends turned in one-half of an inch. The'strap should then be folded
through the renter for its entire length and the free side basted to .thi:t.wrong side of tlyt bib and liefnmed down. The remaining edgesof the strap should be overhanded t ()get her. 'Elie other strap should
be sewid to the other side of the bib in the same v310-.

PR ELI NI N Y 1,'I.A N .

The bibs should have been completed before the. girls report forthis lesson.
NJ ETI101) OF WORE.

As soon as the girls report for thelieson. the teacher should p\-phun the method of attHeliing' the straps to..tlie bib amt.. tell themhow to the straps. As they Proceed with their work, shshould supervise them carefully and assign the unfinished portion ofthe work for completion outside of the class.

LESSON XVI. APRONS OR 1.4DERGAR11ENTS (Ccintinuedi.
Putting the bib and shirt on the belt.

11.1E( M.VI"FEJ:.

The center of-the bottom of the bib should be determined, and
pintied,.tothe upper edge of the belt, to which the skirt has already
been attached. The belt should be fastened to the wroitg side of
the bib'. 'The gathering string of the 14 should be drawn up, leaving2 inches of fullness on each side of the cerer: The bib should beinned, basted, and sewed to t he 1)(41. The remaining long edgesof the belt stupid be turned in 6ne-fourth, inch, and the ends one -'half inch. The edges of the other belt piece should be turned in
the sonic w*, and should be pinned over the belt to'which the skirt
and bib have been-attached (with all the edges turned in), and basted.carefidly to keep the edges even. The skirt an& bib should be
hemmed to this upper belt, and all the remaining edges should

. beoverhanded.
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PRELIMINARY PLAN.

The biband straps of the apron. Should be completed before the
'girl,: rfliortlor Qiis lesson. /

METHOD OF WORK.

The teacher should guide the girls carefully in the various steps
necessary in fastening the bib to' the belCand in completing the belt.
If the hemming and overhanding is All completed during the class
hour, they can lie assigned for outside work.

LESSON XVII. METHODS. OF FASTENING GARMENTS.
. et

Sewing buttOns on the'prons, petticoat, or other garment:

sull.I.ECT Nt ATTER,

This lesson spould teach neat! ss In.dress through a consideration
of the best methods of .fustening ,artnents. The position ofJhe but-

.

Is.Sewing on buttons,:
From Junior Circular No. 35, Agriculral Extension Deparlinent, Ames, Iowa.

ton is measured' by drawing the right end of the band one inch over
( the left end. The location of the button striluld he marked with a

pin on the left end of the hand. . A double. thread i4 fastened on
the right side of the bands drawn through one hole of the button),
and hack through the other, taking it through the band close to
the first stitch. A pin should be inserted on top of the button
under the first stitch, and left there until the button is firtnly fastened'
im place; then removed. Before fastening the thread, it should. he
wrapped two or three times around the threads holding the button,
between the button and the cloth, then fastened. neatly on the wrong
side with a few small stitches one on top of the other.

PRELIMINARY PLAN.

Each girl should come to the class with-her apron as nearly com-
pleted as possible,. OM with three buttons to sew on it for fastening
the belt and straps. '
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METTIOD OF WORK.

The teneher should discuss I he h( t met hods of fastening garments
with the girls, Mal she should demonstrate the method of sewing -inn
.buttons. The girls should sew one button on the left end of the
.apron band in the Middle of the width about 1 inch from the end
and another button 4 inches from each end of the band to hold theshoulder straps.

LESSON XVIII. METHOD' OF FASTENING GARMENTS ,Continued.
(Buttonholes on practice piece, Ind on ,Ipron.

SI' ILI El "I' '.11 ATT E

MOT/ i.,(0 /ES _hi' iah'; Fig the buttoniwie.----Measure the location of. the
1agigkpli hole I: n rimy limo of t so that the end will come

I.() (b) (r)Shilling I he hole.* The liut.lutiliulc IiliL.. The finished but Dm hol.
Fm. 19. AVorking,

From Junior rirutar No.':fr, Agricultural Ixltision Department, Antes, Iowa.

one-fourth inch f(oli t he edge of tinvarinent.. Mark the length ofthe buttonhole on the material by putting in two lines of runningstitches tit .the ends. To cut the buttonhole, insert the point of
scissors at the point marked by the running stitches nearest the edgeof the garment and".cut carefully along the thread of the material tothe row of stitches marking the longtj,rat the other end.

To make the buttonhole, use a :,read of sufficient length tZ dobeth the overcasting and the buttonholing, ',Beginning at the Jower
-right corner, overcast the raw edges with stitches one-sixteenth of allinch deep. Do,nOt overettst around the ends of the hole. As soon
as the bvercasting is .done, go right on with-the buttonholing withoutbreaking the thread. Hold the buttonhole horizontally over thefirst finger of the left hand and work from right toleft.. jnaert thepoint of the noodle through the buttonhole (atthe back end), bring-ing the point. through toward you four or live threads below the edge
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of the buttonhole. Bring the doubled throad from the eve of the
needle from right to haft. -under and around the point, of the needle.
draw I he needle through. forming a purling st itch. .kt. the end of the
buttonhole make a fain h idacing from (Ivo to seven stitches. The
thry0(1.11ould he f0stened canfully oil t he under side of t he hut toiblitolo

For tills lesson it. will he desiraldo to ho yo small pieces of muslin on
linLid to use ns practice pieces for the buttonholes.

METtion 01, WoRK.

The tencher,should demonstrate the ma I,ing of at but tonhole, Wits-
t ray t rig encil.procesi on at large piec?C of canvas. The girls should sew
No small strips of muslin together itlid cut a buttonhole one-fourth
in1 1a from 1110 edgo a the ,ffitt,,rbilio 111,1 lAgt hwise of the tot(od, to
work for practice. When the buttonhole hats been sufliiently per-
fected o u t he practice piece. the girls shwild make 0 but tonhole on
the baitil of the apron. The buttonhole ,hould In' Made in thy right.
end of,t he band, and in earn end of ,t1.01).

IS,As()N XIX. A PADDED I-101.1)ER FOR FIANDLINII I-10T DIAIES.
KINI/IN(i.

sr Ece

.1 holder e) inches square will In' satisfao for rn.dli, inn dish,.
di 1. midis of pudding ni.11.141 with Lip,' or ,ef Iwo thid,_

of outing flannel. covered \VII
111th tape or brnid. If wade of the outing flannel and covered, it
should be quilted IV.stifehing Iron t he middle of one sid.+ to the
1001(111' of the oppo,lit Sido hot b direr(ions III ordetto liohi 1 he ow-
ing flannel and the outside covering together. The tape neat is to he
ii-sell for the landing should be folded lirou!di the center lengthwise,
then beginning at one cornyr of the padding t he edge should be basted,
half ore one solo and half on the other. Rildit-angled corners should

forlffisd. Molt ha,-t(.1 ales arolrnl. the lope si'Wed
on each side with a litInuning stitch,

It the holder is to be suspended from the apron band, a tape of from
27 inches to 36 inches. in length should be.,at Inched 19one conor.
The raW edge tit one end of tholitpo should be turned in. cl'ho end
should he so fibteed that it overlaps the corner of the holder about
ono-half inch and should be bast od to the holder. The lye should
then be secured firmly to the holder, Mutinied down one e across
he bottom, and up t he other edge. The C(lifor end of the. to a slumhl

belinished with a 2-inch loop. The raw edge should be foldedeover, the
tape turned 2 inches doa for the 1(0)1), and basted in place. This
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should be hemmed across the end. One-fourtli inch up from Alio end
the double thickness of tape should be back-stitched togethiT and the
edges of the tape overhanded from t here to t he hemmed end.

PRELEMNARY PLAN.

Each girl should provide sufficient denim, pervale, or other
easily washable material to cover the two sides of it holder 7 inches
square and enough. outing flannel or canton flannel for a double
lining.. About i _k yard.; of straight hipe one-half inch wide will be.
needed fin the binding and to suspend the holler from.the apron.

11.

I

24).The holder.

'METHOD OF WORK.

'pie girls should first carefully measure and turn the tnaterial for
the covering of to holder and then prepare the lining, basting it all
together, then putting in the running stitch and finishing *itli the
binding.

If it is not possible to complete the holder in ono-period, a second
lesson period should be .provided, or arrangements made to have
supervised work done out of lesson hours.
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LESSON XX:A CAP TO WEAR WITH THE COOKING APRON.

sum; FAT MATTER.

The siinplest cap to muke will he the circular cap. A pattern
slo be made by drawing zt circle 21 inches in diameter with apencil and string on t.pieee of wrapping paper. The material for

(the cap should be out carefully around the circle and finished with anarrow hem. .1 tape to hold the draw string should be placed 1

\ 21 ,-('ap.

inches inside the edge. of. tilts hem. .1 small piece of cardboard ent
about one-half inch wide .should be used for measuring the loration
id* the tape. Bios strips three-fo,urths it .11 wide cal' be prepared for

'the tape, or or -a commercial tape three-eigiAs inch wide can be pUr-
chased.. The outer edge of the tape should be basted down first, the
edges joined, then the inner edges should be basted, keeping the edge
smooth.. Both edges ghOuld he neatly sewed down with hemming
stitch by litknd Or on machine. An elastic ithoult1 be inserted in the
band, carefully fitted to the head, and ends fastened neatly.

.
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PRELIMINARY PLAN.

This lessnJwill give, good *opportunity to make a can tlltlt vril1
answer for :k .dust cap or serve as it part of the. etafking uniform. II
Bitch a cap does wit seem desirable alld the former lesson. has not
been completed, the Cap can he omitted nod the WWk on. the holder
emit inned.

mi.:1 not) or wmk.

The girls should first make the patlern for tlte cap mid then cut
ftiit their material. 411e hem should he bastetl and.st itched with tht3
hemming stitch. The bias strip shinild I balStl1 OD and sewed
-doWIIwith the running. stitch. It will probably not he possible for
the girls to mlete the cap in one class peid, hut if Ole mate-rid
has been cut out and the work started, they may he able to complete
it at ;tome other time. The st itches are mt new and the work will
serve as tin excellent. test of the skill they have.aquired in the course.

0




